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Abstract 
The hydrophilic and hydrophobic properties of surfactant molecules enable them to 
organise in large structures when dissolved in water. Under certain conditions they 
can organise in bilayers forming the lamellar phase. The equilibrium properties of 
this phase have been well studied. In this study we observe the dynamic and kinetic 
behaviour during the swelling and dissolution of the lamellar phase. We have performed 
penetration scan experiments under different thermodynamic conditions using video 
microscopy. 
When the lamellar phase is insoluble in water classic myelin instabilities are observed. 
These instabilities have been studied with microscopy and in some cases we use tracer 
particles to follow fluid flow in between the myelins. We report qualitative features 
of the myelin growth as well as provide some quantification of the swelling process. 
Specifically, we determine an effective diffusion coefficient for the swelling lamellar 
phase. In the case of a soluble lamellar phase myelin instabilities are not observed. 
Also, we report instabilities observed at the liquid surfactant/lamellar interface. These 
instabilities appear to create multilayer vesicles which move into the liquid surfactant. 
We have found these to be attached to the surface of a wedge of lamellar phase that 
moves along the surface of the cell into the liquid surfactant phase. 
Also, we have conducted contact experiments using a presheared lamellar phase, the 
so called "onion" texture. The onion phase does not form myelins as in the normal 
case. Instead the onions dissolve into an isotropic ("sponge") phase. During the onion 
dissolution a small stable core remains. If the sample is observed over a more extended 
period the onions are observed to coalesce. These features were investigated at different 
temperatures. 
We also have observed nonequilibrium behaviour in multiphase surfactant samples using 
dark-field imaging. In this study we performed temperature quench experiments on 
two-phase and three-phase samples. A variety of interesting behaviour was observed as 
the sample progressed to an equilibrium state. This behaviour is discussed in terms of 
the underlying free energy landscape. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The equilibrium and kinetic behaviour of surfactant systems are of great interest to 
physicists and chemical physicists. When surfactants are introduced to water they 
can organise themselves in large aggregates. These can be organised in a variety of 
structures, spherical, cylindrical and layered, which will depend on the surfactant and 
the thermodynamic conditions of the solution such as temperature and surfactant con-
centration. The macroscopic behaviour of the surfactant system depends on which 
structures are present as outlined in detail in chapter 2. In this study we are inter-
ested in lamellar phase systems, where surfactants are organised in bilayers which can 
be aligned over 100 - 1000 layers. 
Since the equilibrium phase behaviour of surfactant systems has been well under-
stood [1, 2, 31 these are good systems in which to study the kinetics and dynamics when 
we are far from equilibrium. Surfactant phases exhibit, in some cases, spectacular in-
stabilities as they progress towards an equilibrium state. Specifically we are interested 
in the physical kinetics of the dissolution process when a lamellar phase is dissolving 
in water. This problem is closely related to the problem of surfactant dissolution in 
cleaning products. This gives us some industrial motivation in this study since the 
lamellar phase is present in the initial formulation of most laundry detergents. There-
fore enhancing the performance of such products relies on a scientific understanding of 
surfactant dissolution behaviour. Surfactants can also be found in almost all biological 
1 
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systems where there exist membranes. These membranes are made up of biological 
surfactants or lipids. Observations made on biological systems, in the middle of the 
19th century, led to the discovery of peculiar interface behaviour which motivated the 
work presented in this thesis. 
Historical interlude: 1854 - today 
In 1854 a German physician called Rudolf Virchow' observed, using microscopy, an 
interesting feature which to this day still has not been explained [4]. In his experiments 
he studied the properties of dead human tissue using a rather crude method. He would 
first remove the tissue, which in this case was brain tissue, and boil it down. The boiled 
tissue was then added to water and observed under a microscope. The idea was that by 
doing this you would break down the 'components' in the sample and when added to 
water these components would diffuse away. Therefore the components of the sample 
could be observed and identified. While observing pieces of brain tissue dissolving in 
the microscope he saw nerve-like fibres extending from the sample and protruding into 
the solvent - these he named myelins. Figure 1.1 shows myelin growth out of a lamellar 
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Figure 1.1: Myelin figures observed in contact experiment between water (left) and C 12 E3 
(right). 
What Rudolf Virchow did not know is that there are many lipid membranes present in 
brain and lung tissue. When the tissue was boiled the lipids were essentially purified 
'Famous for his theory of blood flow which is still taught today; known as Virchow 's Triad. 
3 
into a more concentrated state and upon the addition of water they reorganised into 
lamellar phase. As the lamellar phase continued to swell the myelin instability formed 
at the interface. 
It has long been well known that myelins are not nerves but multibilayer tubules, 
typically about ten microns in width, that grow during the swelling and dissolu-
tion of a lamellar phase (L 0 ). These instabilities have been studied by a variety of 
groups [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Recently the myelin instability has received a lot of attention 
from Sakurai and coworkers and they have obtained growth rates for the myelins in the 
egg-yolk lecithin/water system [5, 6]. Using freeze fracture electron microscopy they 
have confirmed that the bilayers in the myelins have a multitubular organisation [7, 8]. 
They have also reported that myelins can have a variety of structures depending on 
the length of time they have been growing [10]. Although this is probably the most 
systematic study of myelins there is still no explanation for their formation. 
Penetration scans 2 using Hydrogen Dodecylbenzenesulfon ate (HDoBS) with an aqueous 
phase have also been reported [11, 12]. As well as microscopy, freeze-fracture techniques 
were used to study the lamellar structures after formation. In their study a variety of 
different surfactants with counterions were used and compared in the penetration scans. 
Note that in many contact experiments, a crystal or neat surfactant liquid phase is used 
instead of the lamellar phase. After contact the lamellar phase forms in a rapid and 
uncontrollable fashion which can cause some erratic myelin behaviour. This is just one 
reason why myelins are a difficult phenomenon to study. 
What is the aim and content of this thesis? 
The main aim of this thesis is to study the swelling and dissolution of a surfactant 
lamellar phase. We have observed a range of interesting and new behaviour related to 
myelins and other features present when a lamellar phase swells. 
2 TS is an experiment where surfactant and solvent are contacted in a cell and observed (see 
chapter 3.4). 
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Penetration-scan experiments [1, pp.  535-538] provide a useful method for studying 
surfactant phase behaviour and kinetics [6, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. In our work, the experi-
ments generally involve placing a sample of pure surfactant liquid (L 2 ) or lamellar phase 
in a cell, and then contacting it with pure water. Care must be taken not to damage 
the interface when the two fluids have been brought into contact. The evolution after 
contact is observed in a microscope. We give a detailed account of the experimental 
methods in chapter 3. 
In chapter 4 we investigate the dynamics of a soluble and an insoluble lamellar phase. 
The soluble lamellar phase has a small miscibility gap between the lamellar phase and 
the micellar phase. In this case myelins are not observed to form. However, the insoluble 
(large miscibility gap) lamellar phase does form myelins and has been quantitatively 
and qualitatively investigated. By doping the water phase with tracer particles we 
can follow the path that the water takes during lamellar swelling. We have seen that 
swelling occurs by water permeation through the roots of the lamellar phase as opposed 
to through the surface of the myelin. The particle velocity can also be measured in order 
to obtain the water flux into the lamellar phase over time. This gives us a quantitative 
approach to studying the myelin instability. 
We also study the interface between a lamellar phase and pure surfactant liquid (L 2 ). 
At this interface we observe a new dynamic instability in which 'onion jets' appear to 
be ejected from L a into L 2 , where they disappear. Closer investigation shows these 
onions to be focal conic II defects residing near the surface of a wedge of homeotropic 
L, which is in contact with the wall of the sample holder. The defects move much 
faster than the wedge. We offer some theoretical discussion of how these observations 
shed light on the mechanism of interfacial instabilities, particularly myelin formation, 
in surfactant dissolution. 
In chapter 5 the effect of surfactant bilayer arrangement on the swelling and dissolution 
of a lamellar phase is studied. Contact experiments with powder lamellar samples show 
classical myelin figures, as expected for systems with a wide L a/Li miscibility gap. In 
this system, sponge phase (L 3 ) also forms at the interface which can have a dramatic 
effect on the swelling behaviour. By shearing the lamellar phase prior to the contact, 
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we prepare a metastable state of close packed multilamellar vesicles (the onion phase). 
Myelin features are strongly suppressed in contact experiments using the onion phase. 
The dissolution processes for onions, which depend on the onion size, are interpreted 
in terms of the equilibrium phase behaviour of the system. We also show that the size 
of the onions affects the stability of the onion phase. 
When onions dissolve to join the L 3 phase, we observe two remarkable features: (a) a 
'raspberry-like' texture at the surface of the L 3 phase, suggesting that this is initially 
formed as an emulsion of discrete droplets; (b) the expulsion of small unswollen rem-
nants or 'onion cores' from the sponge phase as onions merge with it. We present some 
theoretical remarks regarding these features. 
In chapter 6 the effect of temperature on the swelling and dissolution is reported. 
Onion swelling is very sensitive to temperature in some systems; this influences the 
density of neck-like defects between bilayers. At high temperature we observe coales-
cence leading to the formation of huge onions (-.- 100zm). These huge onions have 
a radial distribution of domains, or solvent cavities, in the onion. The formation of 
internal structure, such as domains and cores, in swelling onions may be related to the 
binding transition, but is poorly understood. 
In the second part of this chapter we observe the effect of temperature on three-phase 
samples (L c,, L 3 and L 1 phase) initially at equilibrium. In this case we have observed 
a sample that is mainly sponge phase with lamellar and micellar phase on the top 
and bottom of the sample respectively. At low temperature most of the volume of the 
sponge phase is replaced by lamellar phase. During the equilibration of these samples 
we have observed three regimes of behaviour within the sponge phase. We observed 
(i) disruption in the L 3 texture, then (ii) after the sponge phase homogenises there is 
an L a nucleation regime and finally (iii) a bizarre plume is observed to connect the 
L a phase with the L 1 phase. We offer some possible explanations for some of these 
observations in the context of a general theory for phase kinetics. 
In chapter 7 we give a more general discussion which links together some of the results 
In this chapter we have also included some ideas for future work. 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
A guide for the reader 
So far you have been introduced to some symbols that are used to refer to the various 
surfactant phases. More detail about these phases will be presented in chapter 2. 
However, extensive use will be made of these symbols throughout this thesis. For this 
reason we present below a summary of some of the jargon to aid the reader. In table 1 
we have listed the surfactant phases in order of concentration with their respective 
symbol. 
Symbol Phase 
L 1 Micellar phase (globular or worm-like) 
L 3 Sponge phase (plumber's nightmare) 
L c, Lamellar phase (stacked bilayers) 
L 2 Concentrated liquid surfactant 
Chapter 2 
Theory of surfactant systems 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we outline theory relevant to our interpretation of the results presented 
in chapters 4-6. First we present an overview of the properties of surfactants and then 
proceed to focus on surfactant bilayers. This is followed by a review of the lamellar 
phase which is comprised of many stacked bilayers. Also, we give a general review of 
instabilities such as the Mullins and Sekerka instability, viscous fingering and elastic 
instabilities present in polymer gels. Finally, we consider how the free energy landscape 
of a system far from equilibrium can influence its route to its final state. 
A surfactant (surface active agent) molecule is an amphiphile which has a hydrophilic 
and hydrophobic part (ie. water loving and water hating part). The hydrophilic head is 
soluble in water due to the head part of the molecule being polar. The hydrophobic tail 
is insoluble in water since the tail is nonpolar: it is usually a hydrocarbon molecule. If 
the surfactants are introduced to an oil/water mixture the hydrophobic part will absorb 
into the oil phase whereas the hydrophilic part will remain in the water phase at the 
oil/water interface. Since surfactant molecules have a minimum free energy when they 
are at this interface the system will naturally favour a lot of surface area between the 
oil and water. Thus the presence of surfactant molecules will reduce the surface tension 
of an interface. Continuous adsorption will eventually lead to the oil breaking up into 
7 
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lots of small drops which will disperse in solution. This process is known as detergency 
and is important in cleaning products (eg. washing-up liquid and laundry detergents). 
In systems where we have no oil the hydrophobic tails will aggregate and the heads sit 
at the interface between the water and the oily tails. Three types of aggregates can 
form: globular micelles, worm-like micelles and bilayers. The type of aggregate that 
forms will depend on the relative size of the head and the tail of the surfactant molecule. 
In the case where the head is large compared to the tail, the packing geometry of the 
molecule will be conical. These surfactants will form spherical aggregates in solution 
and tend to have between 50 - 100 molecules 1 per micelle (figure 2.1A). If the size 
(C) 
Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the micellar packing. (A) Spherical micelles are made 
up from surfactants that have a conical packing geometry. (B) Worms are formed from 
truncated cones and (C) bilayers are formed from cylinders. 
of the head is reduced, such that the packing geometry resembles a truncated cone 
(figure 2.113), then aggregates can pack in cylinders which can make up giant worm-
like micelles. This can also be achieved by making the tail longer since it is only the 
relative size of the head and tail that determine how it packs. This is equivalent to 
changing the preferred curvature of the molecule since changing the packing geometry 
varies the curvature of the surface of the aggregate. This curvature is sometimes called 
the spontaneous curvature. If the head size is further reduced, bilayers will eventually 
form (figure 2.1C). The curvature of the surface of the bilayer (at the interface between 
the tails and the water) is almost zero. 
'In the case of SDS there are about 60 surfactants. 
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In systems that are composed of ionic surfactants the repulsive interactions between 
head groups are very strong. This has the effect of increasing the effective head size and 
will change the packing geometry of the molecule. By adding salt to the water phase 
the ionic repulsions can be screened which can have a large effect on the interactions 
in the system. Firstly the charge repulsions between the heads of the molecules will be 
reduced which will lead to a change in the packing geometry. This can have the effect of 
a globular micelle becoming a worm-like micelle. Also longer range interactions across 
the surface of the aggregate will be reduced which will increase the flexibility of the 
aggregate. Interactions between aggregates will also be reduced by an increase in salt 
concentration, which will have an effect on the bulk properties of the mesophase (eg. 
lamellar phases with charged unscreened bilayers have a larger viscosity than screened 
or nonionic ones.) 
In systems where there is a mixture of nonionic and ionic surfactants the ionic sur-
factants have a stronger interaction. If ionic surfactants are introduced to a nonionic 
mesophase the effect is very strong. It was observed in a bilayer system that only 1 ionic 
surfactant per 1000 nonionics had a large effect on the flexibility of the membrane [18]. 
In this study we are interested in the properties of bilayer phases. Surfactant bilayer 
phases can have various topological arrangements such as lamellar and sponge phases. 
A lamellar phase consists of layers of alternating bilayers and water (figure 2.2). On a 
a 
Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of the lamellar phase. 
larger length scale if the bilayers are randomly oriented then this phase is known as a 
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powder lamellar. In some cases the bilayers are aligned throughout the sample, normally 
with one of the glass walls in the cell; this known as a homeotropic lamellar phase. 
The sponge phase is a continuous bilayer arrangement that separates two bicontinuous 
solvent domains. This has no other structure since there is no orientation correlation 
through the sample on any length scale. More detail about the sponge phase is given 
later in section 2.2.4. 
2.2 Bilayers 
In this section we present some theoretical descriptions of a bilayer. Current theories 
can explain how fluctuations and defects influence the energetics of the bilayer. 
2.2.1 Bending energy 
The microscopic shape of a bilayer determines its elastic free energy (Equation 2.1). 
The first term involves the mean curvature of the bilayer and the second term is the 
Gaussian curvature: 
F(R1,R2) = is dS 
	\2 	/ 
 2 	
-+ ) -- + K(RR) 	 (2.1) 
The values R1 and R2 are the principle radii of curvature of the surface. The topology 
of the bilayer will depend on the values of the mean bending constant (c) and the 
Gaussian bending constant (h).  The value of the bending constants depend on the 
chemical properties of the surfactants present in the bilayers. This will be influenced by 
thermodynamic conditions such as temperature and the concentration of the surfactant. 
For the bilayer to remain nearly flat then K must be positive and R must be in the range 
—2K < k < 0 [19]. The Gauss-Bonnet theorem [20] states that the second (it) term 
in equation 2.1 depends only on topology and can be written for a closed surface as 
('- - h) where nh is the number of handles or "necks" (see section 2.2.4). 
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2.2.2 Helfrich free energy 
If the membrane is rigid then the bilayer will not be susceptible to thermal fluctuations 
(ic > kBT). For softer membranes the thermal fluctuations become much more im-
portant and the membranes will push each other apart by steric forces (, '-' kT). In 
1978 Helfrich proposed a model for a multibilayer system which interacts solely through 
repulsive steric interactions [21]: 




where f(q5) is the free energy per unit volume and 4 is the volume fraction of the 
bilayers which is related to the bilayer repeating distance, d, and the bilayer thickness, 
8, such that 0 = 6/d (figure 2.2). 
The free energy cost of layers bumping into each other is kBT and the mean distance 
between bumps, which we will define formally below, is T.  If we consider a layer with 
a given area A then the number of bumps in that area isand therefore the free 
energy per area can be written 
Ae2 
	 (2.3) 
In order to define 	first consider the free energy of a nearly fiat bilayer. This solely 
depends on the mean curvature 
	
f N (Vu())2d2x 	 (2.4) 
which is the first term in equation 2.2 but expressed in terms of the layer displacement 
u(x). In Fourier space this expression becomes 
-- 	k q4 Iuq I 2 Fl 
A2 q 
	 (2.5) 
Using the equipartition theorem we get flu q I 2) oc kBT/kq 4 and one can obtain an 
expression for the root mean square displacement of the bilayer fluctuations 
(Iu(x)12) 	
kBT I°° qdq 
- 
-- 	 (2.6) 
K 	q4 
CT 
The limits on this integral are defined such that the root mean square fluctuations are 
equal to the mean space between the bilayers (ie. (Iu(x)12) = (d - 6) 2 ) which allows us 
12 
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Now we can substitute this into equation 2.3 and obtain the free energy per unit volume 
F 	F 	(kBT) 2 	1 	1 
K 	(d-5)2d 	
(2.8) 
This is equivalent to the free energy first stated by Helfrich when recast in terms of 
= 5/d 
(kBT) 2 	1 
f(c) 	(1-0) 2 
()3 	
(2.9) 
In Heifrich's original calculation the prefactor 37r/128 appears. However, the value 
of this prefactor is dependent on the way that you calculate the expression for the 
free energy. It is very difficult to measure the prefactor experimentally. However, 
this model for the free energy has been verified experimentally in 1996 for a nonionic 
lamellar phase over a range of volume fractions (0.12 < 4, < 0.33) also giving an 
estimate of the bending modulus [22]. 
2.2.3 Unbinding transition 
A lamellar phase where bilayers interact solely by steric repulsions will reach the mini-
mum free energy when the distance between bilayers is infinite (or the volume fraction 
of bilayers, 0, -+ 0 (see equation 2.2)). In this case we have not included the effect 
of attractive forces such as van der Waa.ls forces. When such a force is accounted for 
in the equation of state then the bilayers can collapse to a finite composition which is 
known as a bound state. The transition from a bound state to an unbound state is 
known as the unbinding transition. 
In 1992 Milner and Roux proposed a theory for the unbinding transition in a lamellar 
phase [23]. This involves adding a term to the free energy that accounts for the attrac-
tive interaction. (This modification is analogous to the virial expansion of the equation 




equation of state (for small ) is now 
f()31r(kBT) f3\ 
 
73- - kBTX 2 	 (2.10) 128 K 
where the first term is equation 2.2 and the second term is the virial contribution where 
X is a function of the interaction. If the enthalpic (non-entropic) interactions between 
patches of layers of volume v are sufficiently weak we can write 
X= - 1 f d3r(1 - exp[—/3U 1,,(r)]) 	 (2.11) 
In this expression 41 = 1 and U(r) is the van der Waals interaction between bits of 
surface. In this theory the bits of surface are assumed to be disconnected. Since the 
excluded volume effect of the layers is accounted for in the first term (equation 2.2) we 
restrict the integral to positions where surface bits do not overlap to avoid counting 
this effect twice in f(). When we take van der Waals forces into account this theory 
successfully predicts a phase transition between the unbound (4' = 0) and bound (4' 54 0) 




Figure 2.3: Schematic showing the (A) unbound and (B) bound state of a lamellar phase. 
We are now ready to take this theory to the next level of sophistication by asking 
the question: what happens if we apply a tension a to the bilayers? This tension is 
essentially induced when we pull the layers from the side. It is easy to imagine that 
such a tension will suppress undulations in the bilayer and lead to a modified form of 
Helfrich free energy. 
We include the effect of tension and recast the equation of state (equation 2.2) in terms 
of the more simple form, the Helfrich pressure [24] 
=4'-f 
__ 	 (2.12) 
- 37 (k8T) 2 (x4')3g(x) - 	K3 
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where we have included a new dimensionless parameter x which determines the effect of 
tension with respect to the thermal fluctuations. In fact, x dli where d is the smectic 
(layer) repeating distance and I is the thermal length scale (where I 3kT/27ra). Note 
that x depends on 0 and therefore the two independent variables are 0 and a. The 




If we include the Flory-like virial expansion in the equation of state for the membranes 
under tension we get 
H(q) - 	
(kT)2 (xb)
3 g(x) - kBTXcb 2 	 (2.14) - 64 Kö3 
This theory [25] predicts that there will be a transition between the unbound and 
bound state as we increase a in equation 2.12. The binodals and spinodals have been 
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Figure 2.4: Phase diagram showing the unbinding transition (courtesy of H. Diamant). (a) 
Binodal and spinodal regions as a function of the chemical potential (p) and tension (a). 
(b) Binodal in x, p plane which determines how significant the effect of tension is on the 
interaction. 
When we increase the chemical potential we increase the number of layers per unit 




Alternatively, if we remain at a constant chemical potential and increase the tension 
on the layers we will observe a transition from the unbound state to bound state 
(figure 2.4A). Also, as we increase the chemical potential we observe that the tension 
plays a less significant role in determining the transition to a bound state (figure 2.4B). 
This theory will be applied later in section 5.3. 
2.2.4 Sponge phase 
The sponge phase (L3 ) has two continuous fluid domains separated by a single contin-
uous bilayer. This structure resembles a 'plumber's nightmare' (figure 2.5). 
Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of the sponge phase. (From article [261.) 
The bilayers have no preferred direction and therefore this phase is completely isotropic. 
There are two possible theoretical explanations for the formation of the sponge phase. 
The first one is that the microscopic properties of the bilayer topologically favour a 
sponge phase. An alternative reason is that when the bilayer spacing is large compared 
to their fluctuations the layers become randomly orientated. We discuss both of these 
mechanisms below in more detail (see article [19] for more details of this). 
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Necks 
The formation of sponge phase can occur when a lamellar phase becomes saturated 
with defects. These defects are 'handles' or 'necks' and they will increase the Gaussian 
curvature of the bilayer (equation 2.1) and connect neighbouring layers throughout the 
lamellar phase (figure 2.6). A small number of necks are present in stable lamellar 
Figure 2.6: Schematic showing a neck defect connecting two bilayers. 
phases. However under certain conditions if R becomes close to zero (in equation 2.1) 
then the free energy is lowest when the entropy is maximised. Therefore the formation 
of a large number of necks is favoured and a stable sponge phase can form. Conduc-
tivity and rheology experiments show that the area fraction of these defects is usually 
small [27, 28]. In the SDS/Octanol/brine system the area fraction of defects was mea-
sured to be 0a  = 0.02 at T = 20°C and /a 0.5 at T = 30°C. 
Persistence length 
When the membranes are effectively rigid (Ic #c > kBT) thermal fluctuations are small. 
In the case when ic ". kBT thermal fluctuations become very important in determining 
the preferred bilayer arrangement. The length scale over which the fluctuations lead to 
a significant departure from flatness is important [29]. In order to quantify the flatness 
of a bilayer we have to define the persistence length. When the persistence length of 
the bilayer, ek,  is large then layers are relatively flat over distances less than The 
persistence length is an exponential function of thermal energy (kBT) and the mean 
curvature rigidity, ,,. 
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where a is a molecular length. 
This persistence length can be obtained from a mean field calculation and is defined 
as the length where the root mean square gradient is about one (ie. (IVju(x)I) 1). 
Using the equipartition theorem we can write 
KJ  T- 
I qdq 
- 	 (2.16) 
To get a gradient of one we must restrict the integral between the values of 1r/k and 
ir/a where a is the bilayer thickness and thus to define 7r/k we use this expression: 




This integral leads to the equation 
kBT "ek" In (k-) 	1 	 (2.18) a 




where the factor of c has been calculated [30] to be 4/3. This is the most popular value 
of ce but other values have been calculated by different techniques. 
The transition from a lamellar to a sponge phase occurs at high temperatures when 
there are many fluctuations (kBT >> ,). Specifically the smectic repeat distance, d, 
must be larger than the persistence length of the biiayer, ek,  therefore d >> G. As the 
layer has many fluctuations the orientational correlation between layers is lost. This 
means the orientation of the bilayer is random and the lamellar phase melts into a 
sponge phase. 
2.3 Smectics - lamellar phase 
It was de Gennes in 1969 who first determined the free energy of a smectic A phase up 
to second order in deformation [31]: 
= fV 	2 	 2 	1 dV ( ' B (Vu) 2 + K (Vu) 2) 	 (2.20) 
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where u = u(x, z) is the displacement of the layers from mean position x = (x, y) 
oriented perpendicular to the z direction (figure 2.7). The first term is the cost of 
z 





Figure 2.7: Schematic showing the displacement field of an undulating lamellar phase. 
compression between layers where B is the layer compressibility modulus. The second 
term is the cost of the curvature of the bilayers (VU  Ou+Ou), where K is the bulk 
bending modulus. The constants B and K can be defined for undulating or charged 
bilayers systems. 
From de Gennes' elastic energy equation we can also obtain the characteristic length, 
A = /7?7B sometimes referred to as the de Gennes length [29]. However, this ex-
pression does not take into account concentration fluctuations within the layers. These 
terms were introduced later by Nallet et al. [32] and are important when identifying 
dominant modes that exist in dynamic light scattering experiments. The result is 
A = where 1 is the compression modulus at fixed chemical potential. This A 
is typically of order of the layer thickness in a lamellar phase. 
2.3.1 Macroscopic defects 
Previously we have discussed the role of microscopic defects ("necks") that exist be-
tween single neighbouring bilayers. Now we look at defects that are structured over 
many bilayers. These large defects are readily observed in lamellar phases (figure 2.8). 
We give a general outline of common defects in lamellar phases. 
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Figure 2.8: Focal conic defects forming in a homeotropic La phase in C 12 E3 /water system. 
Focal conics 
There are two main kinds of focal conic (FC) defects: FC-I and FC-II. The difference 
between the topology of these two defects is the sign of the Gaussian curvature. FC-I 
defects have a negative Gaussian curvature and have a pore-like topology (figure 2.9A). 
This defect will increase the 'connectivity' of the layers. (This is equivalent to the neck 
63) 
Figure 2.9: Schematic representation of focal conic defects I and II, respectively. 
defect in figure 2.6 except, in the present case, over many bilayers.) However FC-II 
defects have a positive Gaussian curvature and an onion-like topology (figure 2.9A). 
These defects decrease the 'connectivity' of the bilayers. 
Dislocations 
Other defects are the screw dislocation and edge dislocation (figure 2.10). The screw 
dislocation has a spiral topology. If you are on a particular bilayer and you rotate round 
this defect then you will be displaced by a certain number of layers. This number of 
layers is known as the Burgers vector, b, and in this example b = 2 (figure 2.10). The 
edge dislocation is a discontinuity of a bilayer along an edge. In this case b = 3 since an 
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Figure 2.10: Schematic diagram showing (A) Screw dislocation and (B) edge dislocation. 
extra three layers are present if we compare the two sides of the defect. Both of these 
defects play an important role in the transport of material, surfactant and solvent, 
between the layers. Also, these defects cost much more energy to nucleate and are less 
abundant than the handle defect. Nevertheless, these defects have been observed in 
FFEM 2 experiments [33, 34]. 
Disclinations 
A disclination is a discontinuity in the director field. The director field is the vector 
that is normal to the bilayer. A dislocation is an example of positional change when 
moving round a defect. In the case of a disclination there is a change in the director 
when we move round the defect (figure 2.11). In this example there is a rotation of the 
director by ir. 
Disdination 
Une 
Figure 2.11: Schematic diagram showing an example of a disclination. 
'Freeze fracture electron microscopy. 
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2.3.2 Controlled defect textures 
The above defects are normally found in lamellar phase under certain thermodynamic 
conditions. However making these defects is not something that the experimentalist 
can do very easily. In order to control defects in a lamellar phase the sample has to be 
prepared in a specific manner. For example, when lamellar phase is subjected to shear 
bT0i0o 0*0i0 
00 
Figure 2.12: Schematic diagram of (A) lamellar phase at low shear rate and (B) onions 
which form at larger shear rates. 
it can adopt different bilayer organisations. In particular a lamellar phase can form 
an onion phase where the bilayers organise to form monodisperse multilayer vesicles 
(figure 2.12) [35]. Microscopy images of onion textures can be found in figure 6.1. The 
onion phase can be viewed as a lattice of disclinations (see figure 6.1) of controlled 
topology. 
2.3.3 Undulation instability 
The bilayers in a lamellar phase will become unstable when dilative strain is applied 
perpendicular to the layers [33]. In our systems, the effect of B is much larger than of 
K and therefore bilayers will attempt to maintain a constant layer spacing with little 
regard to their curvature. The bilayers will undulate in order to satisfy this condition 
when subjected to a dilative strain (figure 2.13). As the layers undulate, new material 
will be pulled in from either side. 
This instability will eventually relax over time since permeation of solvent through 
the bilayers will occur. Permeation can occur by solubility diffusion and by transport 
through defects. The former requires water to solubilise in the bilayer and diffuse 
across. This is normally very slow since water does not dissolve readily in the oily tails 
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Figure 2.13: Undulation instability formation when bilayers are dilated. 
in the membrane. The latter will occur if a neck defect forms between layers or a screw 
dislocation forms. The neck defect is the most common since it is energetically less 
costly than the screw defect. 
Suppose a lamellar phase is sheared and dilated simultaneously [36, 37]. The dilation 
of the bilayers is a = zx/D and we define k = 7r/2D. A critical value for a has been 
.4 
-v 
Figure 2.14: Undulation instability formation when bilayers are under shear. 
calculated provided we consider undulations forming in the middle of the sample (ie. 
we neglect permeation near the walls), which is [36]: 
o =2kA 
qc - f- 
(2.21) 
where A is the de Gennes length mentioned earlier. Since for the critical dilation Lx A 
is of order the bilayer thickness, this instability will arise whenever the walls of the cell 
are rough on this length scale. This assumes no edge defects are present. 
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2.3.4 Instabilities in a moving wedge 
To describe the role of defects, we consider a lamellar phase that is confined in a 
wedge [38]. If we move the top plate with velocity, v, bilayers will move with the top 
plate. Under these conditions the edge dislocations will have to 'keep up' in order for 
Edge dislocation 
Figure 2.15: Edge dislocations in a lamellar wedge will become unstable at v = v. 
the lamellar phase to remain stable. Above a certain velocity, edge dislocations are 
unable to keep up with the surrounding lamellar phase. The absence of this layer will 
force surrounding layers to dilate to compensate for the missing layers. This dilation 
of the layers will induce an undulation instability (see previous section). 
2.4 Growth instabilities 
In the introduction we outlined the previous work devoted to the myelin instability. 
In some articles and from various discussions we have been presented with a num- 
ber of possible explanations for the myelin instability. Here we present some classic 
instabilities and, in later chapters, discuss their relation to the myelin instability. 
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2.4.1 Finger instabilities 
Mullins and Sekerka 
In 1964 Mullins and Sekerka explained the formation of finger instabilities observed 
during the solidification of a dilute binary alloy [39]. An excellent review of this insta-
bility can be found in [40]. Here we consider the behaviour of a pure liquid. When the 








Figure 2.16: Schematic diagram showing the Mullins and Sekerka instability. (A) Initially 
the interface will be flat. (B) Interface is unstable: dashed lines show isotherms and arrows 
() denote where there is maximum diffusion of heat away from the interface. 
tion process there is release of latent heat from the solid which diffuses away from the 
interface through the liquid phase. If a small perturbation is applied to the interface 
then it becomes unstable. Regions of the interface that protrude into the liquid phase 
dissipate heat more quickly. Since they cool more quickly the liquid phase will solidify 
on these protruded regions at a faster rate. It is this process that makes the interface 
unstable. 
The diffusion of heat from the interface will obey the diffusion equation 
OT 
Tt = DTV2T 
(2.22) 
In this problem we are interested in the quasi-static limit which implies 1' = 0, where 
T is the temperature and DT is the thermal diffusion coefficient. At the interface the 
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latent heat must balance with the heat flow into the solid and liquid phase which is 
given in the expression 
Lv = [DcVT - DTCPVT] n 	 (2.23) 
where L is the latent heat of the solid/liquid phase transition and v is the velocity of 
the interface. The specific heat is c, in the liquid and c in the solid with D'T  and DT 
similarly defined. We must also account for the fact that the curvature of the interface 
can reduce the melting temperature, Tm : 




where y is the interfacial tension and K is the curvature of the interface which is defined 
as positive if the centre of curvature lies in the solid phase. This equation would act to 
reduce the melting temperature of small droplets of solid in the liquid. Equations 2.22-
2.24 essentially give the important physics of this problem. From these the length scale 
of the instability, A, has been calculated to be 
A8 = 2ir/i 
	
(2.25) 
where I is the diffusion length (l = 2DT/v) and d0 is the capillary length (do = 
7Tm Cp1L 2 ). The critical wavelength of this instability is obtained from a balance be-
tween the heat diffusion and surface tension. Maximal diffusion is favoured with a small 
A which gives the most surface area. However small A also gives the interface a larger 
curvature and leads to a reduction in the melting temperature therefore restricting 
growth. Because of this balance, the fastest growing wavelength obeys (2.25). 
In the case of a liquid mixture (eg. binary alloys) then growth may be controlled by 
the transport of the precipitate onto the interface rather than heat flow. In this case 
the isotherms can be thought of as concentration contours and the arrows will denote 
regions where the concentration gradient is largest. In figure 2.16 the arrows show 
the transport of the solvent which is expelled at the interface during precipitation and 
will diffuse into the liquid phase. The mobility equation in this case is in terms of the 
chemical potential, p, 
4911 
 = MV 2 p 	 (2.26) 
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where M is the mobility of the liquid and an equivalent equation for the solid can be 
written where M' is the mobility. The miscibility gap between the liquid and the solid 
phase is now 
Ac = [M'(Vp)8 - M(Vt)i] . 	 (2.27) 
which accounts for the transport of material through the interface. The chemical po-
tential at the interface will be affected by its curvature, ic: 
(interface) = /
1eq - () 	
( 2.28) 
where ILeq is the equilibrium value at coexistence. Formally, this is analogous to the 
heat flow scenario described above. 
Viscous fingering 
Another similar instability to the above is viscous fingering. When a less viscous fluid 
is driven into a more viscous fluid, usually by a pressure gradient, the interface between 
them becomes unstable [41]. In the case of an oil/air interface finger instabilities can 
be observed. Long fingers of the less viscous fluid penetrate deep into the more viscous 
fluid. In some cases the surface of the finger will break up into more fingers producing 
fractal-like patters at the oil/air interface. This instability is observed when the fluids 
are confined between in a 2D cell, either between two plates or in a porous medium. 
2.4.2 Elastic swelling 
When a polymer gel swells in excess solvent the surface of the gel is observed to become 
unstable and has a raspberry like texture on the surface. A polymer gel is a three 
dimensional network of polymers that are chemically bonded together. This instability 
is due to the elastic properties of the gel as individual polymers want to swell but are 
confined by cross links. When a slab of gel at the surface begins to swell its volume 
increases. Because the swollen slab of gel is still anchored to the rest of the unswollen 
gel the surface buckles (figure 2.17). This gives the surface a raspberry-like texture 
that remains during the swelling process [42]. 




Without side pressure 
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Figure 2.17: Schematic diagram of gel swelling instability. (A) The interface is initially flat 
before swelling (B) After swelling interface becomes unstable. 
Recent studies have looked at the effect of a permeation flux on this instability. As 
water flows through the gel more stress is transferred through it [43]. The larger the 
water flux the larger the stress felt by the gel. Since the bonds in the gel are very strong, 
the water flux will not have a large effect on the local organisation of the structure. 
However, in the case of lamellar phase the permeation flux will greatly influence the 
local order when large enough. 
2.4.3 Swelling a lamellar slab 
We expect the swelling of a lamellar phase to be influenced by the mobility of the solvent 
through the layers. This expectation is motivated by the fact that when the layers are 
further apart solvent flow though the layers will be easier than when the layers are 
close together. This does give an instability of a lamellar slab under swelling [44] but 
the fastest growing modes (in the linearised analysis) are at zero wavenumber. Hence 
the physics is not enough to give a characteristic length scale (as seen in myelins). 
2.5 Free energy landscapes 
In chapter 6 we will discuss various observations in the context of free energy land- 
scapes. Specifically we are interested in the behaviour of a three-phase sample out of 
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equilibrium. In this case we impose a temperature change to the homogeneous sample 
and then observe how the sample moves to an equilibrium state. In this section we de-
scribe the features of free energy landscapes by considering an example which is closely 
related to the observations in chapter 6. 
As an example let us consider a three-phase sample with phases: A, B and C all at 
equilibrium. In this case the free energy of the sample is a function of the concentrations 
of two independent components which have volume fractions q5, 4. Figure 2.18 gives 
one such free energy landscape from which we can construct the phase diagram of the 
system. 
'S 
Figure 2.18: Free energy landscape of a three-phase sample in equilibrium of a two-
component system (f (of, 
)). 
The shaded plane represents the tangent plane. 
At equilibrium the chemical potentials (if,8 = f-) of each component must be equal 
in all of the coexisting phases, p = = i4• The same also applies to the pressure of 
each phase. This means that the tangents (shaded plane; figure 2.18) to the free energy 
'wells' at the equilibrium compositions will all be the same. The points of tangency will 
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Figure 2.19: Schematic phase diagram of three phase region. Phases denoted A,B and C. 
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Now we ask: How does a homogeneous sample reach a three-phase state? In this 
example we prepare a sample at the corner of the three-phase triangle in the phase 
diagram (position marked with '.') which will consist solely of phase B. We choose 
this example since we discuss a similar scenario in chapter 6 where we are specifically 
interested in temperature changes. If there is a change in temperature then the free 
energy landscape will rearrange so that free energy minima move to new positions. In 
particular we are interested in the case where we move into the three-phase region of 
the phase diagram. In this case the sample will want to change its composition and 
nucleate phases A and C. 
To understand more about the kinetics of this we must first identify which of the com-
ponents will equilibrate fastest. In this example if of is the fastest then the chemical 
potential Itf = will become uniform rapidly. Now we can define a path through the 
free-energy landscape which satisfies equality of the fastest chemical potential. Essen-
tially, we move to an equilibrium state through a sequence of metastable states. These 
metastable states are defined where the chemical potentials of the fast components are 
equal. If we draw the free energy landscape as a function of the slow composition 
variable then the three minima do not have a common tangent since they have not 
reached equilibrium yet (figure 2.20). In this diagram we have to draw the free energy 
f(4) 
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Figure 2.20: Free energy landscape of a sample out of equilibrium. 
curve of phase B higher than the common tangent of the other two if we want to favour 
producing more A and C phase. If the free energy minimum of phase B is below the 
tangent to other two then no nucleation will occur. 
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In figure 2.20 the composition of the B phase near a B/C interface and B/A interface 
is 01 and 02  respectively. The nucleation of the phases C and A will be induced by 
composition fluctuations in phase B. Since the B phase has a larger density nearer an 
A/B interface then C is more likely to nucleate close to this interface. We can construct 
a composition profile of the sample that satisfies this (figure 2.21). On the contrary, A 
phase is expected to nucleate in B phase near to the C phase interface. 




Figure 2.21: (A) Sample showing the nucleation of phase C in phase B near to the A/B 
interface. (B) Composition profile through a three-phase sample where z is the height of 
the sample. 
Eventually the sample will settle into a final equilibrium state. The compositions will 
lie on the common tangent plane to the free energy and all phases are in peaceful 
equilibrium with each other (figure 2.22). 
f() 
0. 
Figure 2.22: Free energy landscape of a three-phase sample in equilibrium as a function of 




Here we present the experimental techniques relevant to this work. First we give the 
properties of each surfactant system used in each of the chapters. The specific proper-
ties of each surfactant system were important in determining the type of experiments 
performed and the results obtained. Next we give the details of the onion preparation 
since we exploited this exotic phase in this work. This is followed by a description of 
the contact experiment or phase penetration scan. Finally we give a brief description 
of the optical techniques that have been used throughout this work. 
3.2 The surfactants used 
Throughout this work we have used three different systems. Each system has distinc-
tive properties that makes them suitable for certain experiments. We describe the 
phase behaviour and properties of nonionic surfactants (C 12 E3 and C 12 E5 ) and water, 
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3.2.1 Nonionic surfactant systems 
In chapter 4 we describe experiments with nonionic surfactants. The nonionic sur-
factants, C 12 E3 and C 12 E5 , (99.9%) were supplied by Nikol and used without further 
purification. They were stored in their crystalline state, below freezing, to prevent the 
samples from degrading. The equilibrium phase behaviour for the non-ionic surfactants 
used in this study, C 12 E3 and C 12 E5 , is described in the literature [2, 3]. The parts of 
the phase diagrams important to this study are schematically represented in figure 3.1. 
(A) TC) 	 (B) TC) 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic phase diagram showing the sequence of phases over the full range 
of concentration 4> at temperatures T applied in our experiments. Phase diagrams (A) 
Of C 12 E3 near T = 20°C, (B) C 12 E5 near T = 25°C and (C) C 12 E5 near T = 60°C, 
respectively. The water, micellar, sponge, lamellar and concentrated surfactant phase are 
denoted by their respective symbols W, L 1 , L 3 , L a and L 2 . The hatched bands denote 
the miscibility gaps. 
In the case of C 12 E3 we contact pure water (W) and surfactant at a temperature of 
T = 20°C where, according to the phase diagram (figure 3.1A), we expect the lamellar 
phase (L a ) to have a large miscibility gap with water. In the C12E5 system we have 
performed penetration scans at T = 25°C (figure 3.113) and T = 60°C (figure 11C). At 
the lower temperature we are interested in observing the non-equilibrium dynamics of 
the lamellar phase when we have a small miscibility gap with the micellar phase (L 1 ). At 
the higher temperature there exists an intermediate sponge phase between the lamellar 
phase and the micellar phase. For both surfactants an isotropic liquid surfactant phase 
(L 2 ) is observed at high surfactant concentration, with a small miscibility gap to La. 
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At a higher temperature of 60°C, a larger miscibility gap and a sponge phase (L3 ) 
between L 1 and L phase are seen. 
Nonionic surfactants are very temperature sensitive and therefore experiments are per-
formed in a temperature control system. However, they are unaffected by the addition 
of salt since there are no strong charge interactions present. The fact that we only have 
a two component system simplifies the equilibrium phase behaviour. 
Tracer particles 
In order to study the dynamics in the penetration scan in more detail we dope either 
the contacting aqueous or pure surfactant phase with latex particles. The spherical 
polystyrene latex particles with 1/1m diameter, supplied by Sigma, were stored in pure 
water at a weight concentration of 10%. Latex is added to distilled water (weight 
fraction ç&,, 1%) when we study the water flow into the lamellar phase (section 4.2.1), 
while it is added to the pure surfactant when investigating the surfactant flow into the 
lamellar phase in the presence of interface instabilities (section 4.2.2). In the latter case 
we only add trace amounts of latex particles to the pure surfactant, which reduces the 
surfactant concentration by less than 1%, and has no noticeable effect on the dynamic 
behaviour observed at the interface. 
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3.2.2 AOT/brine system 
In chapter 5 we use a two-tailed anionic surfactant, AOT (sodium bis(2ethylehexyl) 
sulfosuccinate) (figure 3.2). It was supplied by Sigma, 99% pure and used without 
C2 H5 
CH2COOCH2CH (CH2)3CH 3 
NaO3S—CHG0OCH 2CH(CH2)3CH3 
C2H5 
Figure 3.2: AOT molecule. 
further purification. The lamellar phase was prepared by dissolving 30% weight of 
AOT in brine (15g/1 of NaCl in distilled water). All samples were prepared from the 
same batch of lamellar phase. The equilibrium phase behaviour of AOT at the dilute 
corner of the phase diagram (figure 3.3) has a complex topology [45]. It shows micellar 
Figure 3.3: Phase diagram of the AOT/Brine system. 
(L 1 ), lamellar (L c ) and sponge (L 3 ) phases. By diluting the lamellar phase with brine 
(a horizontal cut across the phase diagram) we will encounter the three-phase region 
which gives rise to a sponge phase. Dilution with pure water leads instead directly to a 
L 1 /L biphasic region. In this study we mainly diluted with brine which allowed us to 
study the role of the sponge phase during the dilution process. The AOT/brine system 
is relatively insensitive to temperature. Phase diagrams by Ghosh and Miller [45] and 
Skouri et al [46], determined at 30°C and 20°C respectively, show very similar phase 
boundaries. Therefore these experiments were performed at room temperature (about 
T 22°C). 
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3.2.3 SDS/octanol/brine system 
In chapter 6 we study the behaviour of the SDS (sodium dodecyl-sulph ate) /octanol/brine 
system. The SDS was supplied by Touzard and Matignon, 99% pure and used without 
further purification. The lamellar phase was prepared by dissolving SDS and octanol 
in brine (20g/l of NaCl in distilled water). In section 6.2 the lamellar phase was pre-
pared SDS/octanol/brine at 9%, 11% and 80% by weight respectively. The lamellar 
phase is known to undergo a L/L 3 transition at T 33°C. The swelling kinetics of 
onions close to this transition has been investigated as a function of temperature using 
rheology the result of which indicate that the density of defects in the lamellar phase 
increases drastically as the temperature is increased (see figure 3.4) [28]. These results 
have also been confirmed using conductivity which was measured in onion phases at 
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Figure 3.4: Area fraction of defects of the SDS/octanol/brine lamellar phase as a function 
of temperature. 
These defects, probably handle-like connections between membranes, influence macro-
scopic properties of the lamellar phase such as onion coalescence and internal defects 
of onions (sec. 6.2). 
In section 6.3 we study the kinetics of the equilibration of a three-phase and two-phase 
sample prepared from SDS/oct/brine. For these systems there is, so far, no published 
phase diagram that shows the phase boundaries close to the 3-phase miscibility gap. 
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However, from general experience of handling these samples we present a schematic 
version of the phase diagram (figure 3.5). 
[sTwi 
SIDS/brine 
Figure 3.5: Schematic phase diagram on the SDS/octanol/brine system at the miscibility 
gap junction between lamellar (L a ), sponge (L 3 ) and micellar (L 1 ) phase. 
3.3 The onion phase 
To prepare an onion phase, the lamellar phase is sheared in a transparent cylindrical 
Couette (light-scattering) cell, manufactured by Caplim, with a 1mm gap (figure 3.6). 
The sample is subjected to prolonged shear at a constant shear rate. When onions 
Laser (633nm) 
Sample 
inbetween 	 2R 
two cylinders 
Shear Cell 
Outer Cylinder Rotates 
Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of the light scattering shear cell. 
form the light scattered from the sample gives a characteristic ring related to the onion 
size [35, 47]. A steady state is assumed to have been reached when no further change 
in the size of the light-scattering ring is observed. 
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To calculate the size of the onions we first calculate the scattering angle (equation 3.1), 
where R is the radius of the ring and D is the distance from the screen, using Snell's 
law ( - = ). This gives sin 0 1 	nc 




where n,, (refractive index of air) is equal to one. From this we can calculate the 
characteristic size of the onions from the scattering angle (Q = 4-?'.sin ): 
27r - 	A 	0.238 
- Q — 2n sin () 	sin  () 	
(3.2) 
Here A = 633nm is the wavelength of the laser and n = 1.33 is the refractive index of 
the sample. 
Onions observed immediately after they are removed from the Couette cell still preserve 
hexagonal order (see figure 6.1). These images are observed on a glass slide with a cover 
slip separated by a spacer. Once the onions are made they gradually degrade. The decay 
time of the onions varies depending on the system, size of the onions and temperature. 
In the SDS/octanol/brine system onions remain stable for up to two years if stored at 
low enough temperature [48]. At a higher temperature the onions break down quickly 
which is observed from the scattering ring fading. In the AOT/brine system the decay 
time is observed to be related to the size of the onions. Big onions (6jtm) will remain 
stable for a couple of weeks whereas onions smaller than 1 1am will decay over a few days. 
In the C 1 2 E5 /hexanol system the onions only last for about 30 minutes before the ring 
completely disappears. It was impossible to do any experiments on these onions. 
3.4 The phase penetration scan 
The phase penetration scan involves placing a sample in a cell and contacting with 
an aqueous solvent. After contact there is a steep concentration gradient between the 
sample and the solvent which is observed as the system relaxes to equilibrium. We 
have performed contact experiments with neat liquid surfactant (chapter 4) and with 
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pre-existing lamellar phases (chapters 5 and 6). Depending on the sample, contact 
experiments can be performed between a glass slide and coverslip or in a capillary 
tube. The main issue in deciding the cell type is the time scale of the experiment. For 
long experiments (more than 15 minutes), evaporation is a problem in which case we 
have used capillary tubes since these can be sealed. In experiments taking less than 15 
minutes, it is more convenient to use a glass slide and coverslip since the experiment 
can be performed more quickly. Both of these techniques are explained below. 
3.4.1 Glass slide and coverslip 
In chapter 4 we observe the swelling and dissolution behaviour of a nonionic lamellar 
phase. In this case the phase penetration scan experiment involves bringing pure sur-
factant into contact with water: the pure surfactant is placed between a glass slide and 
a cover slip, which is raised at one edge by a spacer (figure 3.7). By varying the number 
Stack of coverslips Cover slip 	Sample 
.JIdSS SIIUC 
Figure 3.7: Schematic diagram of the glass slide and coverslip. The angle between the 
coverslip and glass slide has been exaggerated for clarity. 
of spacers the cell height at the interface can easily be controlled (between 30m and 
100tm). The surfactant is then contacted with pure water by introducing a droplet 
of water at the edge of the coverslip close to the surfactant. Capillarity then brings 
the water into contact with the surfactant. In some cases the interface is disrupted 
during the contact process as the nucleating lamellar phase is torn from the interface. 
The contact procedure is repeated as many times as is necessary to obtain a reason-
able number of 'ideal' experiments where there is no disruption at the interface. These 
experiments last for 4 - 5 minutes at most so that we do not need to seal the cell after 
contact. The variation in height across the cell is no more than 1% (figure 3.7). 
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3.4.2 Capillary tube 
In chapters 5 and 6 penetration scan experiments are performed with a pre-existing 
lamellar phase. These experiments involve placing the lamellar phase in a capillary 
tube and contacting it with an aqueous phase (brine or pure water). The capillary 
tube (4mm x 0.4mm) is gently inserted into the lamellar phase whereupon capillary 
action loads the sample into the tube. 
The tube is then sealed, using Araldite glue, initially only at the sample end. The 
sample is observed under a microscope to check that the interface between the sample 
and the air is relatively flat and that the loading did not introduce too much disruption 
to the microstructure (important in the case of an onion sample, see appendix C). The 
sample is then contacted with the aqueous phase. This is done using a fine pipette in a 
controlled and gentle fashion (outside the microscope). Disruption of the sample often 
occurs, when some of the material becomes torn from the interface as water flows in 
to displace the air. The loading and contact preparation is repeated as many times as 
necessary to get a flat and smooth initial interface between lamellar and aqueous phases. 
The sample is then placed on a microscope slide and completely sealed to prevent any 
evaporation. It is slightly raised at one end to keep any trapped air bubbles away from 
the lamellar/water interface. 
3.4.3 Dilution experiments 
In some cases we observe onions after they are diluted homogeneously in solvent (usually 
brine). In the dilution experiment the sample is gently placed into a container. The 
aqueous solvent is then added to the container with the sample. The container is sealed 
and then given a gentle shake. We can monitor the level of destruction of the diluted 
sample by comparing both gentle and violently mixed samples. Such a test is necessary 
in order to determine a reproducible shake. Once the sample is mixed the container 
is opened and the capillary tube is loaded with the homogeneously diluted sample for 
observation. 
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3.5 Microscopic observations 
Observations were made in an Olympus BX50 microscope using bright-field mode be-
tween cross polars with long working distance objectives. In some cases it was ap-
propriate to use differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy to obtain better 
contrast. The microscopy images from a CCD camera were recorded on a time lapse 
video recorder and acquired on a PC controlled framegrabber. The contrast of the 
images presented in most cases has been enhanced by thresholding. Temperature sen-
sitive samples were observed in a Linkam LTS 350 hot stage. The temperature control 
system can be used to maintain a constant temperature (chapters 4 and 5) or can be 
used to perform temperature ramp experiments (chapter 6). Below we give a more 
detailed description of bright-field, polarisation and DIC microscopy [49]. 
3.5.1 Bright-field 
Bright field microscopy is the most basic kind of microscopy. The light that illuminates 
the sample is projected from a plain white light source. The illuminating light passes 
through a condenser which essentially focuses the light onto the sample. The advantage 
of using a condenser is that it illuminates the bit of the sample that is in the image 
plane which increases the quality of the image. If the condenser is removed then parallel 
light passes through the sample. 
3.5.2 Polarisation microscopy 
When light emerges from the light source its direction (ie. the direction of its electric 
field vector) is isotropic. Once this light passes though a polariser then only light with 
one particular direction is transmitted. When the polarised light reaches the second 
polariser (analyser), whose axis is perpendicular to the axis of the first polariser, then 
the light will not pass through. However, if a birefringent sample (one with a non-
isotropic refractive index over length scales at or beyond the wavelength of light) is 
placed between the two polarisers then the orientation of the transmitted light can be 
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changed and light will be able to pass through the analyser. When the light passes 
through the sample the light can be split into two components: one component passes 
through the sample with the orientation that has the maximum refractive index (nmax) 
and one component is in the minimum direction (min)  These two components of the 
light will propagate through the sample with different speeds. The recombined vectors 
that emerge from the sample will have a different direction from the incident light 
entering the sample. Since the light is made up of a range of wavelengths then each 
wavelength of the light will experience slightly different phase shifts and a variety of 
colours can be observed in strongly birefringent samples. 
Experimental setup Light polarisation 








Figure 3.8: Schematic diagram showing the effect of phase shift as polarised light is trans-
mitted through a birefringent sample. 
A lamellar phase is birefringent since slabs of bilayers are aligned over a distance com-
parable to the wavelength of light. In contrast, the sponge phase, which is another 
bilayer structure, is not birefringent'. This means that polarisation microscopy is a 
good technique for identifying the structure of the lamellar phase. Over the years 
many birefringent patterns in lamellar phase have been related to the structure of the 
bilayers. This has been done by rapidly freezing that sample and using electron mi-
croscopy to determine the structures. Also, Xray and light scattering can be used to 
get a picture of the bilayer arrangement. 
'Even though the bilayers are anisotropic they are not correlated in orientation from layer to layer. 
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3.5.3 Normarski DIC microscopy 
Bright-field and polarisation microscopy do not give us any information about the 
phase differences in a sample. Therefore any change in the refractive index between two 
regions in a sample cannot be observed. However, DIC microscopy can be used to detect 
gradients of refractive index. The intensity change of the image will show where the 
refractive index changes. This gives us a very informative approach where the contrast 
in the sample is enhanced. If the sample is anisotropic (thus birefringent), which many 
mesophases are, then interpreting the image becomes complicated. However it is still 
possible to use this technique to enhance the quality of an image. 
This optical technique relies on the properties of the Wollaston prism. This is essentially 
a beam splitter where the optical axes are at right angles to each other. When the 
beam enters the prism at 45° to these axes then it will be split by the prism into two 










Figure 3.9: Schematic diagram showing the Normarski DIC microscope. 
small angle which allows the beam to pass through two different regions of the sample 
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(separated by a distance x). As the two beams pass through regions with different 
refractive index then they will be mutually phase shifted (q). These beams are then 
recombined in the Normarski prism. The size of the phase shift between the two beams 
will determine the direction of polarisation of the recombined beam. Since the analyser 
is orientated at right angles to the polariser then the intensity of the beam emerging 
will be proportional to the change in phase [I(x, y) X (AO/Ax)']. 
3.5.4 Dark-field macroscopy 
This technique allows us to obtain better contrast from regions in the sample that 
scatter light weakly [50, 51]. The scattered light comes from refractive index inhomo-
geneities in the sample which are normally from regions of different concentration. The 
term rnacroscopy is introduced since the sample is larger than the CCD chip and there-
fore lenses are used to reduce the image size of the sample. We have used dark-field 
macroscopy to observe samples (cell dimension 4cm x 1cm x 1cm) whose behaviour is de-
scribed in chapter 6.3. The direct observation rig (DOR) consists of a white light source 
which illuminates the sample, lenses, a beam stop and a CCD camera (figure 3.10). All 
samples observed in the DOR are temperature controlled in a heat bath. 
Object 	
Back Focal Focussing 
Plane 
	
Plane 	Lens 	Image 
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Source 	i 	 I Plane y 	 CCD camera 
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Object 	 Stop 
Scattered Light 
Unscattered Light 
Figure 3.10: 	Schematic diagram of dark-field macroscopy (diagram courtesy of 
L. Starrs [50]). 
A collimator is used to produce parallel light to illuminate the sample which is placed 
in the object plane. The unscattered light is focused into the back focal plane of the 
objective. A beam stop is placed in this plane to block the unscattered light. If there 
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is no scattering then the image is completely dark (hence the name dark-field). The 
scattered light is collimated by the objective and focused onto the CCD chip. Whenever 
there are refractive index differences in the sample these will appear as bright spots on 
a dark background'. Regions where there is multiple scattering (which appear turbid 
when observed by eye) will appear dark in the DOR. 




In this chapter we observe and quantify the swelling dynamics and geometry of powder 
lamellar phases consisting of nonionic surfactant (C 12 E3 or C 12 E5 ) in water. Much new 
information is gained by doping either the aqueous phase or the pure liquid surfactant 
phase with tracer particles. This is a special kind of particle imaging velocimetry 
(PIV) [52, 53] where, compared to conventional PIV, we are looking at very short 
length scales (tens of microns or even less). To act as tracers they must be larger 
than the wavelength of light and the particles should not be present at high volume 
fraction. Thus we cannot attain quantitative information on the micron scale without 
some statistical averaging. However, even qualitative observation of the tracers can 
shed much light on the various mechanisms of instability. 
In phase penetration scans with C 12 E3 , which has a large miscibility gap with water, 
myelins are seen and studied in detail. It is shown that water enters the lamellar phase 
primarily at the myelin roots. We simultaneously measure the temporal evolution of 
the myelin front and the water velocity in the channels between myelins. We calculate 
the myelin fraction across the interface and find good agreement with a close-packed 
tubule organisation of the myelins. Furthermore, this then allows us to quantify the 
45 
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macroscopic (collective) diffusive behaviour directly, without any a priori assumptions 
about the interface geometry. 
When the lamellar phase has a small miscibility gap (C 12 E5 ) no myelins are observed. 
Instead the lamellar phase dissolves directly into the micellar phase L 1 . In this case 
we can use tracer particles in the penetration scan experiments to probe the local 
viscosity in the micellar phase. This is done by observing the Brownian motion of 
the particles: regions of low viscosity are identified where particles undergo vigorous 
Brownian motion. We observe a decrease in viscosity as we move from concentrated 
L 1 (near the L a interface) to dilute L 1 . We also find a localised buildup or 'front' of 
particles within the L 1 phase, across which there is an abrupt change in viscosity. This 
strongly suggests a fairly sharp crossover region from entangled worm-like to dilute 
(possibly globular) micelles. 
In addition to the W/L a or Li/L a interface, we also make observations at the L a/L2 
interface. We find that the lamellar phase progresses into the L 2 phase in the form 
of a wedge, contacting the wall of the sample cell (a glass slide). The bilayers in the 
wedge are aligned with the wall. Close to the surface of the wedge we observe a visually 
striking effect in the form of 'onion jets', which we identify as a dense layer of type II 
focal-conic defects (onions) [54]. These move rapidly along the wedge surface, in the 
direction of decreasing thickness (towards L 2 ), shrinking as they do so. The wedge 
itself also progresses towards L 2 , but much more slowly. 
In Section 3.4.1 we described the experimental setup and in Section 3.2.1 we have 
briefly discussed the equilibrium phase behaviour relevant to this work. The rest of 
this chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2.1 gives details of contact experiments 
performed on water/L a for C12 E3 and C 12E5 . In Section 4.2.2 we present results for 
the contact experiments between lamellar phase and pure surfactant liquid. Section 4.3 
contains a brief discussion and some theoretical deductions and speculation based on 
our experimental results. Section 4.4 contains some concluding remarks. 
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4.2 Observations 
4.2.1 Water transport into a lamellar phase 
The W/L C. interface 
Following the experimental procedure described in section 3.4, pure surfactant (C 12 E3 ) 
and distilled water are contacted at T = 20°C and the time evolution of the W/L O, 
interface is observed. After an initial delay of a few seconds we observe classical myelin 
growth (figure 4.1). The myelin growth was quantitatively analysed by measuring the 
Figure 4.1: Myelin growth after contacting pure surfactant (C 12 E3 , right) with water (left). 
The length of the myelins L(t) is measured from the myelin roots (solid line) to the myelin 
front (dashed line). 
distance of the myelin front from the myelin roots, L(t), as a function of time t after 
contact. Under similar conditions, several experiments were averaged to yield (L(t)) 
(figure 4.2). The temperature variation is about 0.5°C and the average gap size, as 
given by the cell height, is 45 + 5 1um. The error bars indicate the variation in (L(t)) 
obtained over these experiments which can be attributed to the erratic nature of the 
myelin growth process. Also there is always some ambiguity as to the exact location of 
the myelin front and root (figure 4.1). 
The concentration gradient, induced by the contact of pure surfactant and water, levels 
off by diffusion. The width of the contact region, given by (L(t)), is hence expected to 
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Figure 4.2: Square of myelin length L(t) vs time t. The solid line is a fit according to 
equation 4.1. 
follow a diffusive growth and thus should be proportional to the square root of time: 
(L(t)) = kmJt -- to + Lo 	 (4.1) 
where km  is a proportionality constant, which is related to the diffusion velocity and the 
time t0 accounts for behaviour during the initial stages where the rapid formation of 
the myelins is not expected to be diffusive [6]. The parameter L 0 reflects the (initially 
arbitrary) choice of the position of the myelin roots during the experiment and is 
chosen to ensure that (L(t0 )) = 0. In the fit of the data to this relation (figure 4.2), t0 
was fixed to 9.4s after contact; this value was independently determined as described 
below. This leaves k m as the only free fitting parameter, which was found to be k m = 
13.7 ± 0.3pms . 
Close inspection of the myelins (figure 4.1) shows deep channels of water that penetrate 
toward the lamellar phase. When the water is doped with particles, these follow the 
water flux and rapidly flow down channels between the myelins (figure 4.3). When 
particles reach the end of a channel they are not observed to permeate into the pow -
der lamellar phase but become trapped at its surface. Furthermore, when a myelin 
protrudes well into the solvent, the myelin may double back (figure 4.313) obstructing 
some of the channels. In this case we observe a significant (almost complete) reduc-
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Figure 4.3: Time evolution of myelin growth after pure C 12 E3 (far right) is contacted 
with water, which was doped with latex particles (left). (A) 24s after contact myelins have 
formed from the powder lamellar region and begin to grow rapidly. (B) After 84s the myelin 
growth and the mean particle velocity have slowed down. Some myelins are observed to 
double back obstructing and reducing water flux down some of the channels. (C) After 324s 
the deep channels still remain (— 200um long). The mean velocity of particles varies for 
each channel; some of the channels have become completely inactive. (D) Close-up of C; 
shows an inactive channel (arrow) with stationary particles in it. This channel terminates 
where two myelins have stemmed from the same source [55]. 
This would not be expected unless nearly all of the water flowing down a channel was 
destined to arrive at the root. 
By analysing the particle velocity, we can gain quantitative data on the water flow. In 
this analysis we disregard both 'trapped' particles in the lamellar phase and station-
ary particles in obstructed channels. The velocities of the particles in the remaining 
channels does not depend on the position down the channel. These velocities are mea-
sured and averaged to yield the mean particle velocity (v(t)) (figure 4.4). The error 
bars shown reflect the large variations between different runs. Smaller variations were 
observed within each run, where typically 5-6 channels could be measured to obtain a 
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Figure 4.4: Graph of mean particle velocities (v(t)) vs time. The error bars show the range 
of the velocities obtained over different runs. The solid line shows a fit to equation 4.2. 
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where the proportionality constant k again reflects the speed of diffusion. A fit ac-
cording to this equation yields k = 64+ 12ms'4 and t0 = 9.4s. As mentioned above, 
this value of t 0 was used in the fit of the myelin growth and kept fixed there. 
We can now obtain information on the interface geometry from the constants k and km . 
Only a small fraction of the cross section is expected to be occupied by channels, while 
the remainder forms myelins. The myelin fraction of the cross sectional area, y,  can 
be determined from the fact that through the interface the magnitudes of the volume 
flux of water j(t), and of lamellar phase j,(t), have to be equal but the fluxes are 
in opposite directions. (This assumes that the myelins consist of fully-swollen lamellar 
phase at coexistence with the surrounding water.) 
The water flux j(t) is related to (v(t)) by 




On the other hand, j c,(t) is related to the mean myelin velocity (V m (t)) = dt 




(figure 4.2 and Eq. 4.1): 
	




Note that if all material in myelins has the composition of a fully swollen lamellar phase 
in coexistence with water, j(t) is the volume flux of such a phase. 
Considering j(t) = j, (t) we then obtain -y: 
(v(t)) 	- 	k 
= (v(t)) + (Vm(t)) - k + 	
(4.5) 
This results in 'y = 0.90 ± 0.02. (This cannot be determined from direct observation of 
the channels alone.) If the myelins are considered to be close packed tubes, we expect 
-y = r/2/ = 0.907, which is in very good agreement with the observed value. 
We can now estimate an apparent (collective) diffusion constant, D 01, by using Fick's 
Law for the lamellar flux, Mt) 
D0i _ 	
(4.6) 
km/t - t o 
We have approximated V 	 11L(t). Thus we have taken AO, which is the 
difference in volume fraction of surfactant of the coexisting lamellar and water phases, 
to obey zg5 1. We have also assumed a uniform composition gradient across the 
slab of myelins, whose length Ax is approximated to be L(t) (Eq. 4.1). The latter 
assumption is clearly untrue since our physical picture of myelins (Sec. 4.3) would 
actually imply a near-constant composition through the slab. Disregarding this for the 
moment, and combining equations 4.4 and 4.6 we get 
ja(t) - 
- 	km - 	D 0 1 
 2tt 0 kmtto 	
(4.7) 
which can be rearranged to give the collective diffusion constant 
8.5 + 0.5 x 10 11 m 2s 1 	 (4.8) 
The same value can be obtained when rewriting equation 4.6 in terms of j, (t) and using 
equation 4.3. Because of the approximations made above, it is important to regard D0i 
as an effective value only (Sec. 4.3). However we have defined D oi, k and km in a way 
which is consistent and mutually coherent. 
I 
j 
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Throughout this experiment we have measured the myelin front and the particle veloc-
ities under carefully repeated experimental conditions, in an attempt to get consistent 
data. We have neglected cases where the interface became badly disrupted during the 
contact process (figure 4.5). The interface disruption comprises pieces of undisolved 
Figure 4.5: Myelinic interface that has been disrupted after a bad contact. 
lamellar phase that are torn from the interface. The lamellar phase pieces are observed 
to follow the water flux into the lamellar phase. This flux is much smaller than the 
water flux into an undisrupted lamellar phase. In this case the myelinic growth is not 
observed until much later (several minutes after contact). 
The influence of L 3 phase 
Myelin formation and growth is also observed in the C 12 E 5 system at high temperature 
(T = 60°C). At these temperatures this system has the sequence of phases: micellar 
(Li), sponge (L 3 ) and lamellar (L a ) (figure 3.1C). The presence of the L 3 phase appears 
to disrupt the myelins. On the myelin surface small patches of L 3 phase are observed to 
form which gives the myelins a rather limp and deflated appearance (figure 4.6A). Closer 
examination of a myelin reveals a sheath-like cover over its surface (figure 4.613). During 
the myelin growth the sheath peels from the surface of the myelin (figure 4.613,C). 







Figure 4.6: Myelinic interface it the C 1 2E5 system at 1= 60°C. (A) Patches of L3 phase 
are observed to form on the surface of the myelins. (B-C) Disrupted surface texture on 
myelin figures. (D) Myelin branching is observed. 
L 3 phase is present (figure 4.61)). This gives rise to a complex organisation of the 
channels between the myelins compared to the myelins observed in the C 12 E3 system. 
The Li/L a interface 
We have performed penetration scan experiments on the C 12 E5 system at T = 25°C 
where the L a phase has a very small miscibility gap with the L 1 phase (figure 3.113). 
After contacting pure C 12 E5 with water we first observe the rapid formation of L a  
(figure 4.7,111). As the lamellar phase grows we do not detect myelinic instabilities. 
Instead an aligned lamellar phase (homeotropic L 0 , II) is observed to form at the 
interface between the randomly-oriented or polycrystalline powder L a (III) and the L 1 
phase (I). The homeotropic L a is identified by applying a slight pressure to the coverslip 
which induces defects in the homeotropic lamellar phase. (A similar homeotropic region 
is, eventually, found also at the L a/L2 interface; Sec. 4.2.2.) 
By doping the contacting solvent with particles, some interesting features can be ob- 
served. Firstly, during the initial nucleation of L a , a small number of particles enter the 
phase and get trapped among the lamellar domains. These particles do not move sub- 
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Figure 4.7: Penetration scan in the C 12 E5 system at T = 25°C observed through crossed 
polarisers with maximum illumination intensity. From left to right we observe L 1 phase (I, 
appears nonbirefringent), homeotropic lamellar (II, weakly birefringent with defect texture), 
powder lamellar (Ill, overexposed white region), homeotropic lamellar (IV) and L2 phase 
(V). 
sequently, relative to the surrounding lamellar material; nor do we observe any further 
particle transport from the L 1 to L 0, phase after the initial stage. 
Secondly, within the L 1 phase, tracer particles that lie very close to the Li/La interface 
undergo only weak Brownian motion (figure 4.8,right); similar particles at the dilute end 
- 	 I 
Figure 4.8: Penetration scan in C 12 E5 system at T = 25°C. On the left particles undergo 
vibrant Brownian motion whereas on the right particles have considerably less vibrant Brow-
nian motion. The interface between these two regimes corresponds to the band of enhanced 
particle density. 
of the L 1 phase show significantly more Brownian motion (left). This signifies a strong 
decrease in the local viscosity as we move away from the interface. The transition 
zone between these two types of behaviour is relatively narrow, and is marked by 
a band of densely clustered particles (figure 4.8). We discuss the origin of this band, 
which presumably marks a crossover zone from entangled (wormlike) to dilute (possibly 
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globular) micelles, in Section 4.3. A large number of small aggregates (5— 10 particles) 
are also observed in the concentrated L 1 . 
4.2.2 Instabilities at L a /L2 interface 
In the last section we studied the transport of water into the lamellar phase; here we 
are interested in the water transport out of the lamellar phase (L a ) into the liquid sur-
factant phase (L2). Instabilities at the L a /L2 interface are investigated in penetration 
scans where we contact pure C 1 2E3 with water, as already described. After the rapid 
formation of the usual polydomain L a we observe, through crossed polarisers, Maltese 
crosses moving rapidly from the L a phase into the L 2 phase. Their size is approximately 
10/Lm, which decreases as they move further into the L 2 phase (figure 4.9), where they 
Figure 4.9: Close up of interface between La (left) and L2 (right), viewed with crossed 
polar ise rs. 
disappear. As will be confirmed below, they are 'jets of onions' (type II focal conic 
defects) being ejected continuously from L and melting into L 2 . 
By observing the interface through only partially crossed polarisers we can determine 
the vertical position of the onion-like defects. In figure 4.10A we focus on the middle of 
the sample where the onions are found close to the lamellar phase and thus to the point 
of their initial formation. By moving the vertical height of the sample by 20im the 
onions close to the surface of the glass come into focus (figure 4.10B); on approaching 
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Figure 4.10: Onions observed on the surface of a wedge of lamellar phase (left) through 
partially crossed polarisers. (A) Onions in the middle of the sample and closest to the 
lamellar phase are in focus. (B) Onions near the glass surface at the bottom of the wedge, 
where they disappear, are in focus. 
the glass they are seen to disappear. This suggests that the onions lie on the surface of 
a wedge of lamellar phase, that grows from powder L c. into L 2 . The onions are formed 
at the thick end of the wedge, and disappear at the thin end. 
Repeated careful observation has allowed us to confirm this, and reconstruct the obser-
vations, schematically, as though viewed from the side. We observe that the wedge of 
lamellar phase progresses horizontally across the glass surface into the L 2 phase until 
it spans vertically the height of the cell (figure 4.11). Once the wedge fills the height of 
the cell we observe the formation of an aligned lamellar phase, i.e. homeotropic lamel-
lar (figure 4.1113, also visible in figure 4.7,IV). This suggests that the orientation of the 
bilayers in the wedge are essentially parallel to the cell surface within the wedge (except 
perhaps very close to the L,,,/L 2 interface formed by the upper surface of the wedge). 
Once it spans the cell, the homeotropic lamellar phase continues to grow between the 
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Figure 4.11: Schematic diagram showing a vertical cross section of the La /L2 interface 





The displacement d of onions, each from its nucleation point at the L a/L2 interface, 
as a function of time t has been measured (figure 4.12, dashed lines are guides to the 
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Figure 4.12: Graph showing the horizontal displacement of onions from the point of nu-
cleation until they reach the end of the wedge as a function of time t. Dashed lines show 
paths of individual onions. The movement of the wedge front is shown as the solid line. 
constant 	15jtms'), but is reduced at much longer times. The displacement of the 
wedge front appears, in contrast, to have typical diffusion behaviour as it is proportional 
to t (solid line in figure 4.12). The speed of the front is in the order of 1.5jtms' and 
thus about one order of magnitude less than the speed of the individual onions. 
Fluid velocity 
We have also performed a similar penetration scan using an L 2 phase that has been 
doped with particles. This allows us to follow the transport of material within the L 2 
phase in the presence of the onion defects and the lamellar wedge. Immediately after 
contact, particles move with the surfactant toward the powder lamellar phase. Once 
they reach the powder L, they accumulate at the powder L/L 2 interface and do not 
penetrate deeper into the L a (figure 4.13A). The behaviour is broadly as expected: we 
know there is a water flux (due to the dissolution process) from L a into L 2 , and mass 
balance requires flow of surfactant in the opposite direction. This sets up a fluid flow 
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in which the particles are entrained. Later, as the wedge progresses, and onion jets 
are observed, the tracer particles continue to flow towards the powder L; but they 
tend not to approach the lamellar wedge. This is broadly similar to the behaviour seen 
at the W/L,, interface (Section 4.2.1 above), with the wedge playing the role of the 
myelins. 
Figure 4.13: Micrographs of particles flowing between two regions of homeotropic lamellar 
phase. (A) Focused above the wedge surface where particles are observed to move towards 
the powder lamellar (left). Particles embedded at the powder L a /L2 interface are observed 
on the left. (B) Focused on the surface of the lamellar wedge where some particles are 
transported in the same direction as the onions on the wedge. 
As the wedge begins to fill the cell, some tracer particles can finally be observed very 
close to the wedge surface. These particles generally move with the onions at the same 
speed (figure 4.1313); this is in the opposite direction to the motion of the other tracer 
particles. The particles that reach the foot of the wedge in this manner drift back into 
the main body of the L 2 phase and thence are swept back towards the L,/L 2  interface. 
From these observations we can construct a schematic diagram of the fluid dynamics 
in this process (figure 4.14). 
Powder 	
L2 
Figure 4.14: Schematic diagram showing the flow profile vertically through the sample. 
Tracer particles above the dotted line move to the left, those below move to the right. 
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When the wedge finally fills the cell vertically (sometimes meeting a similar wedge 
emanating from the other surface, figure 4.11), there arises a slab homeotropic lamellar 
that forms at the powder L a/L2 interface. At this stage the local particle flux towards 
the homeotropic lamellar is greatly reduced. (This seems analogous to the obstruction 
of channels between myelins - see Section 4.2.1.) Instead, the tracer particles are 
observed to flow towards those regions of the interface where homeotropic lamellar 
phase has not yet formed. For example, in figure 4.13 we see (from above) an exposed 
powder L/L 2 interface lying between two homeotropic regions. The tracer particles 
are flowing towards the powder L, and avoid the homeotropic regions. The homeotropic 
lamellar phase eventually forms across all of the interface and completely separates the 
powder lamellar and the L 2 phase. The overall particle flux is then reduced significantly, 
and particles do accumulate (slowly) at the homeotropic L,/L 2 interface. This is 
accompanied by a dramatic slowing in the forward progress of the wedges and of the 
onion jets. 
The defects on the wedge have been designated as 'onions', for two reasons. Firstly, they 
can be identified as focal-conic defects from their birefringent texture [56]. But there 
are two types of focal-conic defects, FC-I which are pore-like defects (with negative 
Gaussian curvature) and FC-II which are onion-like defects (with positive Gaussian 
curvature) [54] (see figure 4.15). The birefringent texture of these defects can be very 
similar due to the equivalent symmetry of the defects in the image plane. However, 
on 
Figure 4.15: Schematic representation of focal conic defects I and II, respectively. 
the identification as FC-II is unambiguous, because these defects are found to protrude 
from the surface of the wedge. The protrusion is observed by following the paths of 
tracer particles, in the L 2 fluid, that are travelling close to the surface of the wedge. 
Although these generally move in the same direction as the onions, it is sometimes 
possible to observe particles moving round the onion defects as if avoiding protrusions 
on the surface. This confirms our identification of the defects as FC-II type. (Some 
further reasons to believe this are given in Section 4.3.) 
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4.3 Discussion 
4.3.1 Water transport into the lamellar phase 
For myelin growth to occur, entry of water into the lamellar phase is necessary. Tracer 
particles have given us a clear indicator that nearly all the water flux occurs at the 
myelin roots. During the swelling process, dopant particles continually accumulate 
at these roots, which would not happen unless they mark the point of entry, by the 
water, into the (powder) lamellar phase. Particles are not observed to accumulate at 
the myelin tips or in channels; therefore the water flux does not permeate directly 
through the myelin surface, nor is it concentrated on the myelin tips (figure 4.16). This 
(A) 	 (B) 
Figure 4.16: Myelin growth mechanism; The mechanism is fluid flow down channels (A), 
not diffusion onto myelin tips (B). 
is strongly supported by the fact that the particles maintain a constant velocity as 
they move down the channel. And, if the root region become inaccessible through a 
particular channel, the water flux down this channel falls dramatically. (In some cases 
a double myelin will form where two myelins stem from the same root; occasionally 
the myelins themselves can block the water flux down the channels.) This hinders the 
quantitative interpretation of our data by introducing large statistical fluctuations to 
the tracer particle flux. But in doing so, it offers direct support for the claim that water 
enters through the roots. 
Myelin growth from the roots can also be confirmed from interferometry experiments 
(see appendix A). The interference fringes clearly show regions where there is a change 
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in refractive index which arises from concentration gradients. No fringes were observed 
outside the myelin tips or down the length of the myelin. This confirms that growth 
is not by deposition of material onto the surface and that the myelin has constant 
concentration from the roots to the tip. The largest concentration gradient was observed 
in the bulk lamellar phase. 
This behaviour contrasts with several well-known theories of finger-like instabilities, 
such as that observed during the solidification of a dilute binary alloy which myelins 
superficially resemble (see chapter 2). In such theories, growth is by a diffusive transport 
(of heat or particles) in which the maximum flux is onto the most exposed tip of the 
absorber. Clearly, we cannot apply these 'Laplacian growth' theories to the myelin 
phenomenon. 
Our observations instead support the idea that the myelins are made of lamellar phase 
that is already fully swollen and thus in local equilibrium with the surrounding solvent. 
Water, entering the powder lamellar phase at the roots, feeds the myelins which grow 
backwards into the surrounding water phase. If this is correct, the essential mechanism 
is not a diffusive fingering instability, but one arising from the backflow of surfactant, to 
make way for the water entering the powder L a as it swells to equilibrium. In the case 
of a soluble L a phase, where myelins are not seen, the backflow can be accomplished 
by molecular dissolution of the lamellar phase where it meets the water; this is not 
possible (at any reasonable rate) in the insoluble case. 
In any case, we have shown that myelins, once formed by the initial instability, continue 
to grow from the roots while the water flux (monitored by tracer particles) is carried by 
flow down channels in between myelins. By measuring the average particle velocities, 
and the myelin front velocity, thus evaluating k and km , we have determined the area 
fraction of myelins, y. In these experiments we have shown that this is close to y = 0.9, 
the value expected for a hexagonal array of close packed tubules. This close packed 
tubule organisation was verified by Sakurai et al. [7] using freeze fracture electron 
microscopy in a lipid system. From our tracer particle measurements, we obtained an 
estimate of the collective diffusion coefficient, D 0 1 = 8.5 ± 0.5 x 10' 1 m 2s'. There 
is a relatively large error from the erratic nature of the myelin growth. In any case, 
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the quoted value must be seen as an 'effective' one, which is specific to the highly 
nonuniform geometry of the myelinic growth. For if the myelins do consist of fully 
swollen lamellar phase, and their area fraction y is constant, there is essentially no 
concentration gradient of water within the myelinic zone. Instead there is a pressure 
gradient, which drives the observed fluid motion of the water. Although the ultimate 
driving force is still a chemical potential difference, the process is not diffusive locally: 
it leads to unbalanced volume fluxes (i.e., fluid flow) on a ten-micron length scale. 
Nonetheless, we can compare our effective D 0 1 with a similar measurement for an egg 
yolk phosphatidyicholine system [6] yielding D0i 10 x 10 11 m2 s 1 , which is close to 
our own. A larger value of D 01 55 x 10 11 m 2s' has been measured in the C 12E6 
system at T = 25°C, this however was obtained in vertical penetration scans (see 
appendix B for more detail). The value of D 0 1 in other nonionic surfactant systems 
remains poorly studied. 
If backfiow is responsible, what is the source of the fingering instability? The mobility 
of water through a lamellar phase is a rapidly increasing function of its water content. 
Thus, for a given chemical potential gradient, the water flux through a lamellar phase 
will be greatest through regions that are already swollen (or even contain no lamellar 
phase at all, locally). An attempt has been made to construct a model that describes 
such a behaviour using a quasi-static linear instability analysis (chapter 2.4.3). This 
predicts that the interface will become unstable under certain conditions. However, it 
fails to give us a length scale of the instability. 
So far we have not considered that myelin formation maybe due to elastic instabilities 
present at the surface of the swelling lamellar phase. It is well known that the surface 
of a polymer gel becomes unstable during swelling in excess solvent (chapter 2.4.2). As 
the surface of the gel swells, while anchored to the rest of the unswollen gel, the surface 
buckles in order to minimise the total elastic energy on the surface. Since a lamellar 
phase also has elastic properties, one could consider the lamellar phase swelling in a 




Estimating the myelin width 
This leaves open the problem of estimating the myelin width. In most theories of 
interfacial instability [57], one seeks a linearised instability about a flat interface; the 
most unstable (fastest growing) Fourier mode then sets the length scale for fingers. 
By the time these are large the perturbation theory itself is no longer valid, since 
the problem has become nonlinear, but the length scale is, by then, already fixed. 
Here we are faced with a different scenario: the initial state in an (idealised) contact 
experiment has a step concentration profile and an infinite chemical potential gradient. 
The maximum nonlinearity is present at the outset; only as the gradient decays can 
a linearised treatment become relevant. So perhaps we should seek the last mode of 
growth to become stable, rather than the one that is most unstable initially. We know 
of no general framework for dealing with problems of this nature. 
A crude estimate is to argue that, until the water flux has dropped below some thresh-
old, the lamellar phase cannot form. A guess for this threshold is rnax = d/r, with d 
the period of the lamellae, and r the time scale that it takes lamellar phase to form 
locally from an initially isotropic, molecular mixture. The time scale r is hard to esti-
mate, but stop flow measurements [58] suggest it is no more than r ims. From this 
we can construct a length A = Dcoi/jmax corresponding (roughly) to the width of the 
interface when the lamellar phase can first form. In our system, this gives A 10m. 
A partly independent estimate of the same width would be (D 01t 0 ) 2 30im; this is 
reasonably consistent. Assuming for simplicity that the myelins set in at a transverse 
length scale that is also of order A, we can 'explain' the observed myelin width. 
We have tried to observe the influence of cell height and the temperature on the myelin 
width but these experiments were not conclusive. The erratic nature of the myelins 
makes it impossible to determine a direct link between the myelin width and cell height. 
An extensive study of this would be required in order to obtain enough data to perform a 
good statistical analysis. Experiments performed at higher temperature were difficult 
due to rapid evaporation of the material in the cell. This causes problems during 
the contact of surfactant and water. Also, evaporation limits the overall time of the 
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experiment. These experimental difficulties make it difficult to find a quantitative 
relation between the myelin width and other external parameters. 
4.3.2 Particles trapped in powder L 0, 
The few particles that are trapped in the powder lamellar phase (during the initial 
contact) remain trapped in fixed positions throughout the subsequent swelling. These 
particles are not observed to advance into the myelin as it grows towards the water. 
This observation suggests that water transport through the powder L, phase itself is 
achieved by a much simpler diffusive (permeation) process in which the volume fluxes 
of surfactant and water balance locally. At least, absence of particle motion suggests 
there is negligible net mass flux on a scale above 1m (the particle size) within this 
phase. 
4.3.3 Particles trapped in L 1 
In C 12 E5 penetration scans we do not observe myelin growth; the L 1 1L 0, interface 
remains stable throughout. Lamellar phase will dissolve continuously into the micellar 
phase since in this system the lamellar phase has a small miscibility gap with L 1 . This 
mechanism allows backflow of surfactant without instability. Within the L 1 phase, 
the region near to the Lj/L, interface is more viscous: we conclude this by observing 
particle Brownian motion. We believe that in this region the micelles are entangled 
wormlike micelles. This is what we expect from the phase diagram which was probed 
by T-ramp and other experiments [59]. Particles away from the interface, in the more 
dilute L 1 region, show a decrease in local fluid viscosity. 
Unexpectedly, particles are observed to cluster at a certain position within the L 1 phase 
(figure 4.8). This could signify the crossover from wormlike micelles to globular (or at 
least unentangled) micelles. Within L1, the water transport (and the backflow of sur-
factant) must be accomplished by relative motion of water and micelles. Below the 
entanglement threshold of micelles, particles will follow the water. However, on ap- 
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proaching the entangled region, the particles are slowed by the enhanced fluid viscosity 
(at the micron scale), whereas the water is not impeded because it flows through the 
pores of the micellar 'mesh' that is responsible for the viscosity. This could lead to 
a band of particles arising at the crossover zone, where the viscosity dramatically in-
creases. Another explanation could be a thermodynamic effect, whereby particles that 
are initially present in the concentrated micellar region are actively expelled into the 
dilute micellar region. The driving force for this is the steric repulsion between long 
micelles and particles, which results in a 'depletion force' that can cause demixing. This 
is supported by the particle aggregates observed in the concentrated L 1 (figure 4.8). A 
more detailed investigation of this effect is currently in progress [60]. 
4.3.4 Onion jets 
Our results reveal the formation of jets of defects on the surface of an L c,, wedge that is 
diffusing into the liquid L 2 phase. These defects are onions (ie. focal conic II defects) 
trapped between layers of the homeotropic wedge. 
The mechanism for the onion jet instability is incompletely understood. However, it 
is known (section 2.3) that the motion of a homeotropic lamellar wedge is unstable 
beyond a certain threshold of velocity [38]. This is related to a similar instability under 
decompression [38, 61] and arises because, as the wedge moves forward, its upper surface 
moves upwards. This will tend to decompress the layers. Unless new layers can be 
created rapidly enough (by permeation) an instability will result. The resulting focal 
conic defects will be able to relax the elastic stresses in the wedge. Since there is also 
a shear flow in the wedge, it is fairly natural to expect FC-II defects (onions) rather 
than FC-I, which would tend to increase the connectivity of the layers and impede the 
shearing motion. Similar physics may underlie the formation of dense onion phases in 
homogeneously sheared lamellar phases [35]. 
The onion defects we observe in the wedge are found very close to the L a/L2 surface. 
This could be due to the low surface tension of the L a/L2 interface. In a study by 
Geminard et al [62] it was observed that defects in a smectic phase are seen at the 
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furthest point from the smectic/air interface where the surface tension F of this interface 
is larger than a scale set by the elastic constants of the smectic (F > (KB)), where K 
and B are the smectic bending and compressibility modulus respectively. In contrast, 
when the surface tension of the interface is lower than (KB)2 , then defects should be 
attracted to the interface. The surface tension at the L a/L2 is probably rather low due 
to the layer of surfactants that cover the L a/L2 interface. This is consistent with the 
observed location of the onion defects at the surface. 
4.4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
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4.4 Concluding Remarks 
We have studied various instabilities that arise in the swelling and dissolution of non-
ionic lamellar phases in water. Our main observations have concerned classical myelin 
growth and a novel 'onion jet' instability (focal conic II defects) at the L/L 2 interface. 
In both cases, we were able to obtain local information about the mechanism by using 
a low concentration of micron-scale tracer particles to follow the fluid flow in different 
parts of the interface. The myelin formation cannot be described by current diffusive, 
fingering instability theories [57]. The experiments suggest that the ultimate cause of 
the myelin instability is the backflow of lamellar phase, which could become unsta-
ble due to preferential water penetration through previously swollen regions (forming 
channels). 
Even if the basic mechanism for myelin formation can be understood, there are many 
interesting features that defy simple explanation. One of these is shown in figure 4.17 
in which a myelin wraps around to form a double helix. This was observed in the 
Figure 4.17: Double helix myelins observed in W/C 12 E3 contact experiments. 
C 12 E3 system. Unless there is (in the form of impurities) a small concentration of 
chiral species in our system, this object provides, locally at least, a striking example of 
spontaneously broken chiral symmetry. 
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Chapter 5 
The role of bilayer organisation 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we show that the bilayer organisation, within the lamellar phase, has a 
profound effect on its swelling and dissolution behaviour. The natural state of a lamellar 
phase is a polycrystalline (powder) arrangement of bilayers. However, we can choose 
instead to create lamellar phases with a well-controlled, and quite different, bilayer 
organisation on the micron scale. Specifically we exploit the fact that by shearing a 
lamellar phase we can change its microstructure from the powder state to a close packed 
array of multilamellar vesicles, the so-called onion phase (see section 3.3). 
We study an AOT/brine system (see section 3.2.2). In this case, when a polycrystalline, 
macroscopically unorientated, lamellar phase is contacted with its solvent, we observe 
classical myelin figures. The growth rates of individual myelins and for a collective set 
of myelins has been recorded in various systems [5, 6]. Irregularities in the growth rates 
for individual myelins suggest that myelins grow from an interconnected arrangement 
of bilayers spanning a length scale comparable to the myelin width (several microns). 
If this is the case, one can expect a strong dependence of the myelin evolution on the 
lamellar phase microstructure at the micron scale. 
Indeed, when we perform contact experiments with an onion phase, where the onion 
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size is less than the width of a typical myelin, we observe almost no myelin growth for 
a prolonged period (days). Instead, a new type of dissolution behaviour is seen. This is 
studied below, where we present time-sequence images of the swelling and dissolution 
of the onion phase. The influence of the onion size on the dissolution process is also 
investigated. The (AOT/brine) system chosen is somewhat complicated by the fact that 
the L3 (sponge) phase also arises during the dissolution process. However, this does 
not play a part in myelin suppression because, in practice, the phases are separated 
vertically as well as horizontally (the penetration scans are performed on horizontal 
capillaries). In both the onion and the powder case, there is, in the upper part of 
the cell, direct contact between the lamellar and L 1 phases. In fact, by scanning 
vertically through the cell we were able to investigate in detail the evolution of all 
three phases in the interfacial region. Below we report these results and also some 
intriguing microscopic features, observed at higher magnification, that arise during the 
swelling/dissolution process for onions. These include the observation of a 'sponge 
emulsion' and of 'onion cores'. The latter are very small unswollen remnants of an 
onion, the rest of which has dissolved to join the sponge phase. 
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 we present 
results for the contact experiments for powder and onion samples respectively. Section 
5.2.3 gives details of the higher-resolution observations in the onion case. Section 5.3 
contains a brief discussion and some speculative theoretical remarks. 
5.2 Observations 
5.2.1 Powder lamellar contacts 
The experimental procedure was described in section 3.4.2. The polycrystalline (pow-
der) lamellar phase is taken out of its container, loaded in the capillary tube and then 
contacted with brine (figure 5.1). After a short time (about 5 minutes for this partic-
ular sample), we observe classical myelin figures (see figure 5.1A). After myelins form, 
small regions of L3-phase can be observed at the interface, in between L i -phase and 
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Figure 5.1: Micrographs of the contact experiment with a polycrystalline (powder) sample. 
(A) Lamellar phase after contact. Close-up of myelin at interface observed within the first 
5 minutes after contact. (B) Through partial cross polars after 360 minutes we observe a 
sequence of phases, from left - L 1 , L 3 , and L a-phase. Arrow: the L 1 1L 3 interface. 
L a-phase. Once the L 3 phase begins to grow, it extends beyond the myelin region. 
By scanning vertically we find that this phase lies initially along the bottom of the 
capillary tube (figure 5.113; figure 5.2). This helps confirm its identification as the L 3 
phase, which is denser than L 1 (we checked this directly on a bulk, three-phase sample). 
Figure 5.111 shows a typical powder lamellar experiment 360 minutes after contact. 
At various vertical positions we observe that myelins can be found both between and 
above regions of L 3 phase, but that they do not enter the L 3 phase directly (there is 
always L 1 around a myelin). The myelins eventually disappear after several weeks and 
oily-streaks [56] in homeotropic lamellar are then observed next to the L 3 phase region. 
By this stage the L 3 phase fills the cell vertically (at least in these cells; in general there 
may be a competition between capillary and gravitational effects). To check this final 
state, we also performed contact experiments where L c. phase (30% weight) is contacted 
directly with a much more dilute L 3 phase. In this case we observed oily-streaks within 
a day. The evolution sequence for the brine contact is summarised schematically in 
figure 5.2. 
Finally, we performed contact experiments with polycrystalline lamellar phase and pure 
water. As expected, the phase identified above as L 3 did not arise in this case (the 
pure water dilution line avoids the three-phase triangle). In contact experiments with 
pure water, myelin figures are observed within the first 5 minutes. Remarkably, these 
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Figure 5.2: A schematic vertical cross section of the main features of lamellar swelling. (A) 
Brine is brought into contact with lamellar phase. (B) Myelins form at the interface. (C) 
Sponge phase forms at the lower surface in the capillary tube. (D) After several weeks oily 
streaks appear in the lamellar phase. 
myelins appear to adhere to each other and begin to form spherical bundles reminiscent 
of balls of wool (figure 5.3). 
Figure 5.3: Partially crossed polars micrograph of a contact experiment between polycrys- 
talline lamellar phase and pure water. Myelin bundles form at the interface. (Lc, on right.) 
5.2.2 Contacts with onion phases 
Contact experiments performed with onion lamellar samples and brine do not show 
myelins at the interface on any timescale comparable to that for powder samples. The 
swelling and dissolution process is quite different; after contact, onions cascade from 
the interface and then swell and diffuse into the contacting solvent. In the region of 
detached and swelling onions, the L3 phase nucleates, at first forming droplets on the 
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upper and (mainly) the lower surface of the cell. The time scale for this process is 
substantially slower than the formation of L3 in the powder samples. These features 
depend on the size of the onions in the sample, as does the latency time for L3 formation. 
Below we describe in more detail the dissolution behaviour of onions for two different 
sizes. 
Small onions 
The bulk swelling and dissolution of an onion lamellar phase, made of small onions 
(characteristic diameter of 1.21im), is shown in figure 5.4 through partially crossed 
Figure 5.4: Optical micrographs of the contact experiment with small onions (1.2jim di-
ameter); onions on right of picture. (A) Interface. (B) Shadow spreads out from interface 
as onions cascade from the interface. (C) White spots nucleate then coalesce to form large 
domains of L3 phase. (D) Interface is a mixture of powder lamellar and onion textures. 
(Times in minutes shown.) 
polars. The small onions were prepared as described (see section 3.3) above with a 
shear rate of 27s_' at T = 20°C. Because individual onions cannot be resolved at 
low magnification, the sample appears to have a very smooth homogeneous texture 
(figure 5.4A). 
In the initial stages, onions diffuse into the contacting solvent. This can be identified 
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as a fine grainy shadow that spreads out from the interface (figure 5.4B). After about 
3 hours we begin to observe small white spots of L 3 phase nucleating on the capillary 
tube surface (figure 5.413). The L 3 phase has a homogeneous non-birefringent texture 
and is immiscible with the surrounding solvent. The L 3 phase then fuses into larger 
domains as more L 3 phase forms (figure 5.4C), we observe that the sponge phase only 
forms on the surface of the glass (mainly the bottom part of it) and never completely 
fills the whole vertical section of the tube. We return to these features, and others 
regarding the interfacial dynamics, in section 5.2.3. 
Myelin growth can eventually be observed, approximately 2 days after contact. How-
ever, these myelins grow from regions where the onion phase (which is metastable) has 
completely broken down into powder lamellar phase, as identified by its strong birefrin-
gent texture. When myelins eventually form, only a few are observed, initially. Several 
hours later myelins are observed all over the interface in a similar fashion to that seen 
in polycrystalline lamellar samples. In summary, the onion texture appears to suppress 
the formation of myelins for as long as the texture itself remains present. Subsequent 
breakdown of the onions (see appendix C) into a powder lamellar phase is followed by 
classical myelin growth. 
Large onions 
The large onions have a characteristic diameter of 6.2gm which is determined from the 
light scattering ring. They were prepared at a shear rate of about 2s_ 1 at a relatively 
low temperature of 16°C. For this sample, no myelin growth was observed for a number 
of weeks. (On this time scale, at most one or two myelins can be observed in some 
samples; for most samples myelins are never observed.) More generally, across the 
range of sizes we observed, the largest onion samples were least likely to show myelin 
formation. We return to this point in the discussion. 
In the initial stages a dense cascade of onions diffuses out from the interface. The 










Figure 5.5: Optical micrographs of the contact experiment with big onions (6.2itm diame-
ter); onions on right. (A) Initial interface. (B) Onions spread out from the interface. (C) 
Sponge phase begins to form at the onion/brine interface. 
small regions of L3 phase which form between the diffusing onions. The L3 phase is 
mainly observed at the forefront of the spreading onions (figure 5.513,C) in these sam-
ples. Small patches of L 3 phase are first observed at about 1080 minutes (18 hours) 
after contact; these then grow (figure 5.5C). The overall timescale for these processes is 
slowed by about a factor of ten compared to the small onion samples considered above. 
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5.2.3 Interfacial dynamics 
In this section we describe, in more detail, the interfacial dynamics in onion phase 
contacts. These include the results of experiments at higher magnification. Figure 5.6 
shows a schematic of the observed evolution. During the initial cascade, the onions 
that are free from the bulk undergo visible Brownian motion. The onions appear to 
be larger in this region which implies they are swelling during the dispersion process 
(figure 5.613). These swollen onions appear to feed the growth of the sponge phase by 
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Figure 5.6: A schematic representation of the main features of onion swelling and disso-
lution. (A) Brine is brought into contact with the onions. (B) Onions at the interface 
cascade from the interface, and swell. (C) Sponge phase nucleates at the glass surface. 
(D) As onions break down they expel small cores from their centres. 
Sponge phase growth 
Onion cores are expelled 
After nucleation of the sponge phase the onions can be observed to fuse into the sponge 
phase domains. However, in regions where this is taking place the surface of the L3 
phase has a peculiar 'raspberry-like' texture (figure 5.7A). This is consistent with a 
structure in which discrete droplets of sponge phase (each formed from a single onion) 
are separated by fluid films of L 1 . ( These films visibly fluctuate.) The resulting 'sponge 
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emulsion' is only observed near the surface of the L3 phase; the droplets fuse eventu-
ally to form a continuous L3 phase. The 'sponge emulsion' texture was only resolvable 







Figure 5.7: Observation of sponge emulsion texture and onion core expulsion. (A) Raspberry 
texture at surface of sponge phase where onions merge with it. Each onion appears to have 
become a droplet of L 3 , separated by thin L 1 films from other such droplets. (B) An onion 
fusing into the sponge phase on the left. At this point the onion core (white) is still trapped 
in the centre of the onion and does not undergo Brownian motion. (C) The onion appears 
to melt; its core now undergoes rapid Brownian motion is expelled into the L 1 phase. The 
focal plane has been moved to follow the core which has now escaped the onion droplet by 
moving vertically upward (about 30im). (D) A litter of onion cores, with a few onions still 
remaining, in the onion cascade region. 
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Onion cores 
As the onions swell and eventually fuse into the sponge phase, an exotic effect is ob-
served. We find that, almost invariably, the swollen onions have a small core (< ljtm) 
in their centre which does not swell even though the surrounding onion is greatly in-
creased in size. The core is trapped in the centre and does not undergo Brownian 
motion. (This is very similar to the behaviour of trapped colloidal particles in onions 
that undergo swelling; see reference [63].) As a swollen onion droplet joins the 'sponge 
emulsion', its core is expelled into the L 1 phase. Once the core is expelled it undergoes 
visible Brownian motion. Onion cores, expelled from the sponge emulsion, gather at 
the L 1 1L 3 interface, and can be found there in abundance, especially in the smaller 
onion samples. These samples have more onions per unit volume, and correspondingly 
we observe a much higher overall number of cores. This observation shows that the 
cores are not caused by impurities in the surfactant samples (of which there would be 
a fixed amount, independent of onion size). 
Figure 5.8A shows a droplet of L 3 phase (left) near the bottom of the capillary (z = 0), 
surrounded by what appears to be a dense litter of onion cores. Scanning upward to 
40tm above the bottom of the capillary, the droplet is obscured by the onion cores 
(figure 5.8B). After some time the droplet on the left will coalesce with the large region 
of L 3 phase on the right. Such observations underly the schematic diagram sketched in 
figure 5.61). 
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Figure 5.8: Images at two vertical positions, z through sample. (A) z = Oizm. (B) 
z = 4Oum. 
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being formed. At the dilute (Li) end of the cascade, cores are observed individually 
rather than in clusters. It is not possible to estimate a unique lifetime of the cores. In 
some cases cores dissolve shortly after they are expelled. But in most cases the core is 
rather stable and the litter of cores persists for a number of days. 
Vesicles 
On the surface of the sponge phase we have observed vesicles (Fig. 5.9). Some vesicles 
Figure 5.9: Images of vesicles on the surface of the L3 phase. (A) Low magnification cores 
and vesicles are observed on the surface of the sponge phase. (B) Typical vesicle structures 
can be observed. 
appear to be anchored to the surface of the sponge phase. In this case the end of the 
vesicle that is anchored remains static. The free end is observed to undergo Brownian 
motion. Not all vesicles are observed to be attached to the surface of the sponge phase. 
Free vesicles have also be observed near the L3 phase and occasionally in the L 1 phase. 
5.3 Discussion 
Myelin formation 
The swelling and dissolution behaviour of a bulk lamellar phase in contact with its sol- 
vent is very sensitive to the bilayer arrangement. We have shown that by changing this 
arrangement from a powder to an onion state, it is possible to suppress myelin growth. 
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It seems that for an onion phase to give myelin growth, it has first to modify its struc-
ture. In other words, onion droplets have to break down into a powder polycrystalline 
state for myelins to start growing. It has been previously stated that the irregular 
growth rates of the myelin figure are due to the structure of the bulk phase from which 
they grow [6]. Our observations are consistent with this. The precise mechanism for 
myelin formation remains poorly understood. One possibility is that it arises from a 
long-wavelength instability of the homeotropic lamellar phase under a transverse sol-
vent flux (see section 2.4.3). If the unstable wavelength is of order of the myelin width, 
then the presence of an onion texture on a shorter lengthscale could easily suppress 
the instability. However, the myelin width is quite large compared even to the domain 
size in a typical powder sample, and this might suppress it equally. In any case, our 
observations may help narrow down the possible explanations of the myelin-forming 
process. 
Onion stability 
The stability of a bulk onion phase can be measured easily. Once onions of a given 
size have been prepared (and shear stopped) we observe over time the characteristic 
light-scattering ring. For large onions the time for the ring to vanish was much longer 
(weeks) than for small onions (days). This implies that the large onions are a more 
stable mesostructure than smaller onions. This may be a contributing factor in the 
dissolution properties of the onion phase. As mentioned previously, before we observe 
rnyelins, the onions must first break down into a bulk lamellar phase. The rate of break-
down is affected by swelling and other factors, but may be linked mainly to the lifetime 
of onions in bulk. This would explain the trend toward longer myelin suppression in 
the large onion samples that we observed. Another possible factor in the breakdown 
time from onion to a powder texture could be the confinement effect of the capillary 
walls which will cause stresses to occur in the swelling onions. This effect might be 





Our observation of onion cores, as remnants left over from swelling and dissolution of 
onions into sponge phase, has not previously been reported for any onion system. These 
metastable cores are quite persistent and can survive long after the rest of the onion has 
disappeared. There are two possible mechanisms for the stability of the core. The first 
is that the strong curvature in the core region of an onion leads to a higher chemical 
potential and a higher tension in the bilayer films. Conceivably this could lead to a 
curvature-induced binding effect [24] in which the inner part of the onion was resistant 
to swelling. An alternative is that the swelling of an onion requires transport through 
defects or 'necks', allowing water transport from the outside of the onion toward the 
middle [65]. If such necks are relatively rare, then somewhere near the middle of the 
onion will be a region where a typical spherical shell of bilayer contains no necks at all. 
Solvent entry into this 'core' region may be extremely slow. In chapter 6 we observe 
cores in the SDS/octanol brine system. In this system the density of necks can easily 
be controlled by temperature [65]). We return to the question of cores in section 6.4.1. 
The sponge emulsion 
Our interpretation of the raspberry texture (figure 5.7A) as an emulsion of sponge 
droplets (each formed from a single swollen onion) remains speculative. However, it is 
hard to think of any other interpretation of the observations. Specifically, the expulsion 
of the cores is consistent with an internal transition (within each droplet) from onion to 
sponge phase, since one expects foreign particles to be expelled from a sponge whenever 
these are larger than the characteristic cell size of the sponge itself [19]. This transition 
would also make the droplets far more deformable. It appears that these droplets have 
an attractive interaction causing them to adhere to each other (this might already 
be true for the onions themselves, except that adhesion is opposed by the internal 
curvature energy). The result is apparently the dense foam-like texture observed in 
the sponge emulsion. Two puzzling features remain: firstly the droplets do not fuse 
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with each other immediately. This may be attributed to the presence of thin L 1 films 
between them, as in a foam. These films have also been observed in FFEM experiments 
by R. Strey et al. on sponge phases in AOT/brine systems [66]. Secondly, the internal 
melting transition of a swollen onion (accompanied by expulsion of the core) appears 
usually to be triggered by, rather than precede, its adhesion to the deformable droplets 
at the surface of the sponge emulsion. 
5.4 Conclusion 
The swelling and dissolution process of lamellar surfactant phases is characterised by 
interesting nonlinear dynamics. We have shown how the mechanism is strongly af-
fected by bilayer organisation, within the lamellar phase, on a micron scale. For a 
lamellar phase organised into onions, classical myelin figures are suppressed. The re-
sulting evolution (which, in AOT/brine system also involves formation of the L 3 phase) 
is characterised by nonlinear physics equally interesting as that of myelins themselves. 
Unexpected features, which remain largely unexplained, include the formation of sub-
micron 'onion cores', and the occurrence of a (transient) foam-like texture, apparently 
comprising of L 3 phase formed by melting of individual onions. 
Chapter 6 
Phase kinetics: The effect of 
temperature 
6.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter we showed that the onion phase has interesting interfacial 
dynamic properties during swelling and dissolution. In penetration scans on AOT/brine 
onion phases we have observed initially the diffusion of onions away from the interface. 
This is followed by the collapse of the onion into sponge phase which forms at the 
L 1 1L interface. Within the onion there is a small stable core which is expelled during 
the collapse of the onion. The formation of cores and sponge phase are two interesting 
features that are also observed in our SDS/octanol/brine onion system. 
In this study we use an SDS/octanol/brine system where the lamellar phase is sensitive 
to temperature. In this system we can increase the density of defects in the lamellar 
phase by increasing the temperature [27]. 
In the first part of this chapter (section 6.2) we present penetration scan experiments 
of onion phases. We compare the behaviour at low and high temperatures. For low 
temperatures we have observed onion swelling which appears to be stable. We have 
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studied such a system over the course of several days over which time the onion phase 
shows dissolution into sponge phase. At high temperature we observe even more inter-
esting features. As well as onion cores we have observed domains within the onion that 
appear to collapse as the onion dissolves in the L3 phase. In some cases we observe 
a few of the onions to have grown to a very large size. The growth of such unusually 
large onions appears to be a result of the coalescence of onions. 
In the second part (section 6.3) we investigate the temporal evolution of a three-phase 
sample that has been subjected to a temperature quench. Using dark-field macroscopy 
we have observed a number of interesting instabilities that occur as the sample pro-
gresses to its new equilibrium state. These macroscopic instabilities can be coupled with 
microscopic observations in these systems. We also give some theoretical discussion of 
these results in the context of free energy landscapes. 
6.2 Lamellar dissolution: Temperature effects 
Here we have performed contact experiments at two temperatures, T = 20°C and 
T = 30°C, in order to observe how temperature influences the swelling and dissolution 
behaviour of an onion lamellar phase. The lamellar phase was prepared by dissolving 
9% SDS and 11% octanol in brine (20g/l of NaCl in distilled water). This was then 
left to equilibrate, until the lamellar phase was homogeneous (after approximately two 
weeks). The properties of the defects in this lamellar phase have been previously 
measured (section 3.2.3). In this study we prepare onions that are 10pm in diameter 
where the details of the onion preparation are given in section 3.3. 
6.2.1 Low temperature T = 20°C 
Onions were prepared with a characteristic size of 10pm, contacted with brine and 
observed over a 4 day period. Onions in the bulk far from the interface remain close 
packed together. Figure 6.1A shows the organisation of the onion phase immediately 
after preparation. In this case the sample is placed between a glass slide and coverslip 
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so it is easier to observe the onion organisation. The onions are hexagonally packed 
together and are easy to deform into this shape (due to the low curvature energy cost of 
the bilayers). By adding a small amount of brine to the edge of the sample the onions 
come apart and now appear spherical. 
Figure 6.1: Onions contacted with brine at T = 20°C observed using Normarski DIC. (A) 
Regions in the sample still maintain hexagonal close packed order. (B) Onions are observed 
to swell slightly after small dilution. 
In the capillary tube we have observed onions close to the interface 4 days after contact. 
These onions have moved apart but are not yet free from the bulk (figure 6.2). In this 
sample we have observed a 'halo' domain outside each onion. The walls of these domains 
are in contact with each other and are observed directly in between the onions. We 
have only observed these features for onions in a capillary tube. 
Figure 6.2: Halo domains around onions are observed in the bulk close to the interface 4 
days after contact. 
At the interface the onions initially cascade from the interface onto the top surface of 
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the glass capillary tube (figure 6.3A). As the onions diffuse they swell slightly to approx- 
Figure 6.3: Onions contacted with brine at T = 20°C. (A) After several hours onions 
diffuse from the interface. (B) After 4 days onions swell by a very small amount and there 
is no evidence for coalescence. 
imately 12im (figure 6.3B). The onions across the whole interface appear to be fairly 
monodisperse. The internal structure of the onion appears to remain homogeneous 
throughout the 4 days. 
6.2.2 High temperature T = 30°C 
We have performed penetration scan experiments on onion samples at a higher tem-
perature T = 30°C over a period of 4 days. After contact the onions diffuse from 
the interface across the top of the glass capillary tube. Within 3 hours from contact 
L 3 phase is observed at the onion/brine interface (figure 6.4). As the onions swell, 
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Figure 6.4: Optical micrograph of onion penetration scan at T = 30°C; onions on right of 
picture. (A) Interface immediately after contact. (B) Sponge phase begins to form at the 
onion/brine interface 3 hours after contact. 
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droplets of L 3 form on the capillary tube surface which coalesce to form a large region 
of L 3 phase (figure 6.4B). Since the SDS/octanol bilayers have a lower density than the 
solvent (brine) we observe the L 3 phase on the top surface of the capillary tube. 
During the dissolution of onions into the L 3 phase, domains within the onion are 
observed (figure 6.5). An inner and outer part of the onion can be distinguished as well 
as a core. As the onion dissolves the interface between the inner and outer domains 
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Figure 6.5: Optical micrograph of onion kinetics at the L 1 1L 3 interface. (Times in minutes 
shown.) 
moves towards the centre of the onion. After the onion dissolves all that is left is a small 
core ( 1jtm). The core leaves the L 3 phase by Brownian motion. Upon leaving the 
L 3 phase the core continues to undergo more vibrant Brownian motion in the L 1 phase 
until it dissolves ( lOs later). (The dissolution of the cores in this system is much 
faster than in the AOT system studied in chapter 5.) Figure 6.6 shows a schematic 
representation of the vertical profile in the capillary tube. 
Li 	 L3 	 Onion Lu 
Onion 	Swollen 	Cores 
domains onions 
Figure 6.6: Schematic diagram of the vertical cross section of the capillary tube after the 
L3 phase has formed. 
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Onions at a higher temperature behave in a very different fashion from the onions we 
observed previously. In particular we observe coalescence after 1 day where the onions 
merge together to form larger onions. Since this process is slow we have observed the 
onions throughout the cell to be at different stages of coalescence (figure 6.7A). 
Figure 6.7: Optical micrograph of onions penetration scan at T = 30°C. (A) Coalesced 
double onions with cores are observed after 2 days. (B) Large connections are observed to 
form between onions. 
After coalescence, onions are often observed to show several concentric domains with 
sharp interfaces. We also observe solvent-like-domains at some of these interfaces. In 
figure 6.9 we observe one of the largest onions in the system 4 days after contact. At 
this point in time we only observe a few very large onions since most of the small onions 
have fused with these. The centre of the onion in this case is very brightly birefringent. 
This may imply a dense lamellar phase at the core. On close inspection a small inner 
core in the centre of the bright birefringent lamellar shell is observed (see figures 6.8 
and 6.9). This core is mobile in the centre of the onion and can be observed to undergo 
Brownian motion while being confined by the shell. 








Figure 6.9: Onions are observed to form after coalescing with other onions. Samples are 
observed after 4 days. 
6.2.3 Dilution experiments 
In a separate experiment, 10jim onions are added to solvent and then dispersed by 
gently shaking the sample. The diluted onion sample is placed in a flat capillary tube 
and observed at T = 30°C where the onions are close to the L/L 3 phase transition. 
At this temperature it is expected to observe L 3 phase on dilution of the onions. Once 
Figure 6.10: Internal defects in a diluted onion dispersion. (A) After 6 hours of swelling 
(B) - (D) The defects in the onion disappear over 3 days at T = 20°C 
the onions are swollen we observe internal defects (perhaps solvent domains) within 
the onions. The defects appear to be swirly (figure 6.10A). If the onions are observed 
at high temperature (T = 30°C) the onions dissolve after about one day in the brine 
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before they swell. If we lower the temperature (T = 20°C) we can observe the defects 
to vanish over time (figure 6.10B-D). 
6.2.4 Sponge emulsions 
A two-phase sample (L and L 3 ) was initially prepared with 85% brine and octanol/SDS 
ratio 1.32. Some of the lamellar phase was loaded into one end of a capillary tube and 
some of the sponge phase was extracted, by a pipette, and placed in the capillary tube 
next to the lamellar phase. (The capillary tube was then sealed by the usually pro-
cedure as outlined in chapter 3.4.2.) When the sample was first observed the sponge 
phase appears to have an inhomogeneous texture (figure 6.11). Under cross polars 
Figure 6.11: Contact experiment with sponge and lamellar phase. (A) L3 phase has an 
inhomogeneous texture after contact. (B)-(C) A homogeneous L3 phase reforms at the 
interface. Times displayed are in minutes 
no birefringence was observed which suggests this is an emulsion of L 3 and L 1 phase. 
Its formation may be due to the large shear force the L 3 phase experiences during the 
loading procedure since the sponge phase is injected by a fine pipette nozzle with an ap-
proximate diameter of 200jtm. Over time we observe the homogenisation of the sponge 
emulsion (over the course of an hour) as small pieces of sponge phase are observed to 
coalesce. The homogenisation starts at the L/L 3 interface. 
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6.2.5 Lamellar growth in L3 phase 
The nucleation of lamellar droplets after a temperature quench has been observed in a 
capillary tube using microscopy. A sample which is lamellar phase at room temperature 
(T = 20°C) is loaded and sealed in a capillary tube. The temperature is then increased 
to T = 35°C where the sample undergoes a phase transition into a sponge phase. The 
sample is then cooled slowly to T = 20°C where lamellar droplets form in the sponge 
phase. The droplets have the birefringent texture of an onion which is identified by the 
Maltese cross (see figure 6.12). After the L a droplets nucleate they move towards each 
Figure 6.12: Big onions nucleate in L3 phase after a temperature quench. 
other until they partially merge. On close inspection the lamellar droplets have focal 
conic defects that form through the onion (figure 6.13C). These defects in the onion 
are presumably due to an epitaxial tilt of the bilayers (which has also been observed at 
the interface between a homeotropic lamellar and sponge phase [67]). The epitaxial tilt 
is required to match the repeat distance in the lamellar phase onto the characteristic 





Figure 6.13: Lamellar in sponge phase. (A) Schematic diagram of an onion in L3 phase 
where FC-defects form in the onion to satisfy (B) an epitaxial tilt in the lamellar phase. 
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6.3 Temperature quench in a multiphase sample 
In this section we describe the behaviour of a three-phase (L a ,L 3 ,L i ) and a two-phase 
(L a ,L 3 ) sample upon a large temperature change. (Details of sample preparation are 
given in section 3.2.3.) Initially the sample is in equilibrium at T = 40°C where it has 
been observed for one week and showed no further movement of the phase boundaries. 
The sample is then placed in the direct observation rig (DOR) and its behaviour upon 
lowering the temperature to T = 20°C is followed using dark-field macroscopy. We 
have studied samples with different bilayer concentration and octanol concentration. 
Below we present the typical behaviour of three-phase and two phase samples. 
6.3.1 Three-phase samples 
Samples have been observed with 90% and 95% brine (where the salt concentration 
is 20g/l) over a range of octanol/SDS ratio 1.22 to 1.32. At these compositions at 
T = 40°C the samples are all three phase, L a at the top, L 3 in the middle and L 1 On 
the bottom; the L 3 phase has the largest volume. When the temperature is lower 
(T = 20°C) then most of the volume in the sample is L a phase with a small volume 
of L 3 phase. The L 1 phase is observed to have a slightly larger volume at T = 20°C 
than at 40°C. After a temperature quench from T = 40°C to 20°C the relaxation 
to equilibrium is found to proceed through three regimes. These three regimes are 
described next in a sample that is 95% brine with octanol/SDS ratio 1.22. (Other 
three-phase samples behave in a similar fashion.) 
Early stages 
As the sample cools the L 3 phase becomes turbid as inhomogeneities form within it 
(figure 6.14A). This begins first close to the L 1 1L 3 interface and then spreads up to the 
L31L a interface while large convection currents are also observed within the L 3 phase. 
In addition some large droplets fall rapidly from the L phase through the inhomo-
geneous L 3 phase into the L 1 phase. About one hour later the L 3 phase becomes 
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Figure 6.14: Initial stages of a T quench on a 3 phase sample. At the top La phase (appears 
black), L3 phase in the middle and L 1 phase at the bottom (appears dark). (A) Disruption 
appears immediately after quench (B-C) which clears over one hour period. (Times shown 
in minutes.) 
homogeneous once again, by a clearing process which starts close to the L 31L. inter 
face. These features are typical of samples at 90% with octanol/SDS ratio 1.22 - 1.32 
after a temperature quench. 
Lamellar growth 
After one hour droplets of La phase (approximately 10— 20pm in size) begin to form in 
the L 3 phase. The number of L c, drops observed increases over the next 30 mins where 
nucleation of droplets is observed throughout the L 3 phase, but this mainly happens 
near the L 1 1L 3 interface. The volume fraction of the L 0, droplets increases as we move 
from the L 1 /L 3 to the L a/L3 interface. These droplets move up towards the L a phase, 
building the L a phase over a period of 1-2 days. The quantity of the La phase steadily 
increases, however after 12 hours the number of droplets is observed to have decreased. 
Eventually after about 30 hours further droplets are not observed to form despite the 
continuing growth of the lamellar phase. 
At larger bilayer concentrations we have observed a much larger density of lamellar 
droplets. Also, by increasing the octanol concentration we have observed a noticeable 
change in the dynamics. At higher octanol/SDS ratio we observe an increase in the rate 






Figure 6.15: Droplets form in the sponge phase, L3 (middle) as the lamellar phase, La (top) 
grows. (A-B) First two images were taken 40 and 50 minutes after the temperature quench 
and the initial sample settled in a homogeneous phase. (C-F) The La droplets nucleate in 
abundance building the La phase. (G-H) La drop nucleation slows down and eventually 
stops although lamellar phase continues to grow.(time in minutes) 
of formation of the L a droplets and the speed of the droplets as they move towards 
the L a phase. Also, a larger number of droplets are observed in the L 3 . At much 
larger octanol/SDS ratio (samples at 1.35 and 1.41 octanol/SDS ratio were studied) 
the quantity of the droplets that form is very dense. This is behaviour that is more 
typical of high bilayer concentrations which will be described in section 6.3.2. 
The plume 
After 30 hours the L a droplets are no longer observed to nucleate in the L 3 phase. 
However, the L a phase still continues to grow. Eventually at some later time a plume 
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grows from the L 1 phase and extends up to the L 0, phase (figure 6.16). In the L 1 phase 
small droplets of L a phase are observed to move up towards the L 31L 1 interface. These 
appear to be small droplets of L c, phase which eventually push their way through the 
L 3 phase by forming the plume. The plume appears to connect the L 1 phase to the 
L a phase cutting straight through the L 3 phase and is about 50 - 100pm in diameter. 
On the plume near the L 1 1L 3 interface a large bulbous piece can be observed. The 
bulbous bit is about 100pm in diameter. We followed the movement of this over the next 
12 hours. Initially the bulbous piece rises up toward the La/L3 interface (figure 6.1613- 
C). Then it begins to move back towards the other interface (figure 6.16C-E). Eventually 
the plume detaches from the L 3 1L 1 interface and the whole plume is 'pulled' up into the 
L a phase (figure 6.16E-G) and the bulbous bit remains at the loose end of the plume. 
The only way to describe the motion of the plume is that it behaves in a 'lava-lamp' 
like fashion. 
Figure 6.16: Bizarre plume forms at the L 1 1L 3 phase interface and grows up to the lamellar 
phase. (A) Sample 30 hours after temperature quench. (Times shown in hours). 
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At larger octanol/SDS ratios we have observed the formation of plumes to occur much 
sooner. In most cases the plumes are observed during the lamellar nucleation regime. 
In some case we see multiple plumes forming. In the range of samples we have observed 
we only see plumes when there is an L 1 phase present. Also, we have observed streaks 
in the L 3 phase at the L 0, interface. These are observed for the remaining duration 
of the growth of L a . They are observed during and after the formation of the bizarre 
plume. The occurrence of the plume is a reproducible effect and has been seen in many 
separate experiments. 
6.3.2 Two-phase sample 
We now present T-quench experiments on a two phase sample. The SDS/octanol ratio 
is 1.36 and the concentration of brine is 70% with a salt concentration of 20g/l. At this 
composition at T = 40°C the sample has two phases, L a at the top, L 3 on the bottom 
where the L3 phase is in abundance (approximately 95%). When the temperature is 
lower (T = 20°C) then most of the volume of the sample is La phase which replaces 
the L 3 phase. 
We now apply the same temperature jump (T = 40°C to 20°C) to the two-phase 
sample, where L a and L 3 phases are present without L 1 . When the sample is quenched 
we have observed two regimes of behaviour. First the lamellar phase nucleates in the 
L 3 phase immediately and completely fills the sample (figure 6.17A). Over time the 
lamellar phase decreases in volume and the sponge phase can now be observed at the 
bottom of the sample (figure 6.17B). As the volume of L a decreases there is a noticeable 
change in the texture of the lamellar phase. The top part has a smooth texture and 
the bottom is rough where these two parts are separated by an interface (figure 6.17C). 
Over time the smooth part grows as the rough part shrinks (figure 6.17C-D). The final 
state of the sample contains only a smooth lamellar phase in peaceful coexistence with 
the sponge phase (not shown) where the two phases occupy about equal volumes of the 
sample. The same behaviour is observed in samples with larger octanol/SDS ratios of 
1.44 at 70% brine. 






Figure 6.17: Temperature quench from T = 40°C to T = 20°C of a two-phase sample. 
(A) Immediately after the temperature quench L c, phase completely fills the sample. (B) 
The volume of L0, phase begins to decrease and sponge phase is observed at the bottom of 
the cell. (C-D) Two textures of lamellar phase are observed: rough (bottom) and smooth 
(top). Where the smooth part increases in volume as the rough part decrease over time. 
(Times displayed in minutes.) 
In contrast to the three-phase sample we cannot distinguish the initial L 3 disruption 
regime and the L a nucleation regime since the nucleation of L a phase is faster. At later 
stages we do not observe any plume-like behaviour probably because of the absence of 
the third phase. We return to these points in the discussion. 
6.4 Discussion 
6.4.1 Onion dissolution 
Onion swelling 
The swelling and dissolution behaviour of an onion phase depends on the temperature of 
the sample. By observing onion dissolution at two temperatures we have shown that the 
nature of the dissolution behaviour changes dramatically. At low temperature onions 
do not appear to swell. When observed over a one week period onions remain stable 
and detach and diffuse away from the interface. In contrast, onions at high temperature 
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can swell up to three times their diameter and eventually 'melt' into L 3 phase. There 
are two possible explanations for this behaviour. 
This could be a feature of the equilibrium phase behaviour. A lamellar phase can only 
swell to a maximum bilayer spacing which is determined by the position of the La phase 
boundary. When it reaches this point the bilayers will reorganise their structure and 
form sponge phase. At high temperature the maximum swollen lamellar phase can 
reach a larger layer spacing than at lower temperatures. 
Another possibility is that it is a kinetic effect and defects that facilitate water transport 
are required for the lamellar phase to swell. At high temperature there are more defects 
between bilayers (figure 3.4) which allows swelling to occur more rapidly. This would 
imply that the onions at low temperature are not in equilibrium and are unable to swell 
unless defects form between the layers of the onion, increasing the permeability. 
Onion collapse and cores 
Eventually onions dissolve into L3 phase and expel a stable core. These cores are only 
observed in the high temperature experiments (at low temperature since onions do 
not swell we do not see cores). Also stable cores have been observed in nonionic/water 
systems [68] and the AOT/brine system (Sec. 5.3). The present system has some unique 
features that have not been observed in these other systems. During the onion collapse 
a domain is observed in the onion which shrinks towards the core (figure 6.5). The core 
will remain stable only for several minutes and then dissolve in the L 1 phase. These 
cores thus appear to be less stable than cores previously observed in the AOT/brine 
system (Chap. 5). There are two possible theoretical explanations for the stability of 
the core. 
First we consider a possible kinetic theory for core stability. In order for onions to 
swell they require defects to nucleate between layers. These defects, usually necks 
(section 2.2.4), allow water transport through the layers into the onion. The diameter 
of the neck is of order of the layer thickness, d 5 x 10 3 im which gives the defect 
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area to be Ad ' 2 x 10-5  pm. In previous studies the area fraction, q  of necks in onions 
was measured at different temperatures (see section 3.2.3). If we use this data we can 
estimate the number of defects, n, on an onion layer which has diameter, D, to be 
n D2 /Ad. From this we can find a value for D where we would find approximately 
n defects in a shell (D \/nAd/cb). Using the experimentally measured values of 
we obtain, D ' n2 x 0.07pm at T = 30°C. So for onions smaller than 0.1pm there 
may not be enough defects to allow swelling. In fact, for n = 1 (one defect) this value 
is smaller than the core diameters observed. However we can argue that more than one 
defect will be required to swell the onion over an appreciable time scale. 
Alternatively for swelling to occur thermal undulations must be present. In chap-
ter 2.2.3 the transition from an unbound to a bound state was presented when there 
is a tension across the membrane. An unbinding theory has been developed for the 
case of an onion swelling [25]. At the core strong curvature can induce a tension which 
suppresses membrane undulations. Surfactants in membranes with high curvature, at 
the core, will diffuse to membranes with a lower curvature. Hence the tension of mem-
branes in the core will be higher than in the rest of the onion. This theory successfully 
predicts that the core will remain in a bound state during the swelling of the onion. 
Figure 6.18 shows the density profile of a swollen onion where the bright region is the 
high density and the dark region is low. The thermodynamic explanation for the core 
Figure 6.18: Density profile of an onion. The dark regions correspond to regions of low 
density and bright regions correspond to regions of high density. (Figure courtesy of H. Dia-
mant [25].) 
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stability seems to be more likely. This theory assumes local equilibration of the bilayers 
within the onion during the swelling process. Later we give evidence which supports 
this statement. 
Onion coalescence 
Giant onions have been observed as large as 100iim. They can be seen in penetration 
scans 3-4 days after contact and are the result of onions coalescing (figure 6.9). In 
emulsions and vesicles it is well known that oil droplets can coalesce and merge to form 
a bigger drop. The time for the drops to coalesce is dependent on the energy barrier 
that must be surmounted in order for the surfactant layers to join. Once over the 
barrier the two drops rapidly merge. In this case the onions will have to connect one 
layer at a time. For the outer onion to connect, a neck must form between the two 
outer bilayers. Once this barrier is passed the onion does not relax quickly since the 
next layer has to form a neck and so on. These processes are visible in figure 6.8 and 
take days to complete. 
Domains within onions 
During these experiments we have observed concentric domains within the onions under 
different conditions. Domains are observed in onions when they dissolve into L 3 phase 
and in big onions that form after coalescence. Also as an onion collapses in L 3 phase 
a domain surrounds the core and shrinks towards it during the dissolution. Finally we 
have observed swirls within onions that have been diluted and dispersed. 
• One possible explanation for the domains is that there might be a concentration 
jump between the L 3 and the La phase. This would lead to a domain as the 
internal bilayer structure of the onion melts into the L 3 phase. However, we do 
not observe domains in the AOT/brine system (figure 5.713-C). Our understanding 




. In big onions, domains or cracks are observed radially in the onion. These may 
be due to onions that have joined. After they have coalesced fully they leave a 
scar behind where there is some density variation in the onion. 
• In the diluted onion case we have observed defects in the onions that have been 
dispersed in brine. These defects have a characteristic swirl. This defect may 
be due to the osmotic shock after the onions have been dispersed. It has been 
observed in conductivity experiments that when onions are dispersed by shaking, 
the level of the shake affects the way the system behaves. 
6.4.2 Temperature kinetics 
An initially equilibrated sample that is subjected to a sudden temperature change will 
proceed to a new equilibrium state. In three and two-phase surfactant samples we 
have observed interesting behaviour as the samples proceed to this final equilibrium 
state. Below we discuss these observations and give some possible explanations for the 
observed behaviour. 
Early stages 
In the initial stage the sponge phase appears to have a very inhomogeneous texture when 
the three-phase sample is quenched from T = 40°C to 20°C (figure 6.14). It is possible 
that during the quench the L 3 phase will reduce its bilayer spacing and expel L 1 . This 
is reasonable assumption since the volume of the L 1 phase increases noticeably during 
the early stages. This would lead to the formation of a 'sponge emulsion' which was 
observed in other experiments (see section 6.2.4). The separation of L 1 and L 3 phase 
may lead to convection currents being observed. The sample would then begin to 
homogenise again as the compositions reorganise into a more favourable state. We also 
note that the homogenisation of the L 3 phase starts at the L a phase and moves towards 
the L 1 phase. This is not surprising if the L 1 phase has to drain through the sponge 
emulsion during the homogenisation process. This has been observed in figure 6.14 
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and 6.11 where the homogenisation begins close to the L a/L3 phase boundary in both 
cases. 
Lamellar nucleation 
The nucleation of lamellar droplets in the L3 phase seems plausible. Most of the drops 
appear to nucleate close to the L 1 /L 3 phase interface. A possible theory for nucleation 
behaviour of this kind was presented in chapter 2.5 where phases A, B and C are 
L 1 , L3 and L 0, respectively. This free energy landscape theory depends on the relation 
between the fast and slow components (of, ) with the concentration of octanol () 
and SDS (4'sos).  The components 0,, and of will be some linear combination of 40ct 
and OSDS,  such as 
Of = aOSDS + bO.ct 	
(6.1) 
08 = ag5sJ5 - 
where a and b are the volume fractions arising within a bilayer. This can be represented 





Figure 6.19: Schematic phase diagram on the SDS/octanol/brine system at the miscibility 
gap junction between lamellar (L a ), sponge (L 3 ) and micellar (L 1 ) phase. 
we have chosen the fast variable to be a change in concentration of bilayer and the slow 
variable is the relative change in concentration of the octanol/SDS in the bilayer. Based 
on our observations in myelin systems this seems reasonable. Immediately after contact 
the myelin formation is always observed before the formation of any other intermediate 
phase, such as L 3 phase. Thus the time for bilayers to swell to the miscibility gap is 
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faster than the formation of sponge phase which requires local reorganisation in the 
bilayer structure, and also a change in its composition. 
(A) f*) (B) 	) 
Temperature 
VL3 V Change 
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4,. 
Figure 6.20: Free energy landscape of a three-phase sample in (A) equilibrium and (B) 
after temperature quench. 
Therefore, after the temperature quench the free energy landscape as a function of 
the slow variable is drawn in figure 6.20. From the tangents we can determine the 
local composition of the phases near to their interface. In this case the L 3 phase will 
reorganise to have two different compositions, 0 1 near the L/L 3 interface (upper part) 
and 02 near the L 31L 1 interface (lower part) to maintain a local equilibration of the 
chemical potential (ie. the common tangents, figure 6.20B). 
The difference in concentrations at the two interfaces will also induce a concentration 
gradient across the L 3 phase. Since 0 < 02 then the upper part of the phase is 
more dense than the lower part. This could cause the phase to become unstable under 
gravity. Any lamellar phase that nucleates in the L 3 phase will mainly form at the 
higher concentration region which is close to the L 1 /L 3 interface. The concentration 
gradient as well as gravity favours driving the L,,, droplets up towards the L phase. 
These features appear to depend on the presence of the L 1 phase which fixes 42  at the 
bottom of the sponge phase. 
The behaviour observed in the two-phase samples is clearly different from the three-
phase samples. Since we only have one interface (L./L3) we would not expect to 
have the composition inversion influencing the behaviour of the system. In this case we 
observe the nucleation of lamellar phase throughout all of the L 3 phase. The quantity of 
nucleating lamellar phase is large and appears to form a dense network in the L 3 phase, 
similar to a colloidal gel structure. This is followed by the newly formed La phase 
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compacting as the top of the sample becomes a smooth texture. The uncompacted 
L c, phase, with rough texture, reduces in volume throughout. The final state of the 
two-phase sample is one where the lamellar phase has been completely compacted. The 
compaction process could be viewed as the drainage and collapse of a dense 'foam' of 
L a droplets in the L 3 phase. There is no observation of the plumes which we saw in 
the 3 phase sample. 
The plume 
The formation of a plume which extends from the L 1 1L 3 interface into the La phase 
appears to result from the nucleation of lamellar phase in the L 1 phase. A build up 
of lamellar phase at the L 1 1L 3 interface eventually pushes through the sponge phase. 
The build up of lamellar phase at the L 1 1L 3 interface suggests that the L 3 phase 
would prefer not to have L a phase in it. Since the L a droplets are larger than the 
typical bilayer spacing in the L 3 phase then the lamellar phase will disrupt the sponge 
phase texture. This leads to the lamellar droplets having a large surface tension in 
the L 3 phase. This appears to be consistent with the expulsion of L a cores from the 
sponge emulsion discussed in chapter 5.3. The plume moves through the sponge phase 
in a 'lava-lamp' like fashion. This could be due to the fact that the density difference 
between the lamellar and sponge phase is very low. 
6.5 Concluding remarks 
The swelling and dissolution of the onion lamellar phase is dependent on temperature. 
At high temperature onions swell then dissolve into a sponge phase during which they 
expel a small stable core into the surrounding L 1 phase. It seems likely that the 
explanation for this stability is one based on a thermodynamic theory of unbinding 
which assumes the onion is always in local equilibrium. Also, during the nucleation of 
onions in sponge phase the bilayers in the onion have FC-defects which requires that 
the bilayers reorganise quickly. This suggests the onion will be in local equilibrium. 
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Throughout our investigation of phase kinetics we have been interested in behaviour 
in samples where the temperature is quenched. However we have observed smectic 
bubbles in the L 3 phase during an increase in temperature. These are lamellar phase 
films which contain FC-defects (see figure 6.21). Each bubble once contained a lamellar 
onion droplet suspended in the L 3 phase. On raising the temperature, the central region 
melts and we observe changes in the birefringent intensity of the bubble. Eventually 
Figure 6.21: After a temperature increase smectic bubbles are observed to form in L3 phase. 
the bubble bursts and proceeds to rapidly shrink down into a small lamellar droplet 
(see figure 6.22). In some cases we observe the bubble to completely vanish after it 
bursts. The kinetic behaviour of such a process still remains to he understood. 
Figure 6.22: The smectic bubble eventually collapse. 
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Chapter 7 
Discussion and Conclusions 
7.1 Myelin instability 
Current conclusions 
Our observations give us various clues to mechanisms for the formation of myelin insta-
bilities. By following tracer particles during the swelling process we have identified that 
permeation of water into the lamellar phase occurs at the myelin roots. The myelin 
growth appears to be the result of a backflow of lamellar phase into the water. Inter-
estingly, water flow through the surface of the myelin is not observed. This and the fact 
that the myelin is stable in the water phase suggests that it is very close to equilibrium 
with the surrounding water phase. This however is not apparent when sponge phase 
forms in between the micellar and lamellar phase. In that case sponge phase is observed 
to nucleate on the myelin surface which deforms the myelin figure. 
However, not all lamellar phases become unstable during swelling. Lamellar phases 
with a small miscibility gap with the micellar phase do not form myelins. Instead 
the lamellar phase dissolves into micelles which diffuse from the interface. If myelins 
could form they would quickly dissolve in the dilute phase. The formation of myelins 
is also dependent on the bilayer organisation in the lamellar phase. A lamellar phase 
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was sheared into an onion phase and during dissolution of this phase no myelins were 
observed. Therefore the myelin instability is clearly dependent on the defect density in 
the lamellar phase. 
From these observations we clearly understand much more about the myelin instability. 
However, a theory for the myelin formation still needs to be found. The fact that we can 
rule out various finger-instability theories suggests that a more sophisticated theoretical 
treatment of this problem is required. 
Suggestions for future work 
The use of tracer particles has allowed us to identify qualitative features of the myelin 
growth mechanism. In our work we also used particles to quantitatively determine 
the water flux down channels between myelins in an attempt to estimate an effective 
diffusion constant of the lamellar phase. This work could be continued to measure 
the effective diffusion constant of a lamellar phase under different conditions. Various 
thermodynamic parameters could be varied such as initial concentration of the lamellar 
phase or the temperature of the sample. The only restriction to this approach lies in the 
amount of data that is needed to reduce statistical fluctuations. Therefore any way to 
automate this procedure would be of great benefit to the experimentalist. Such studies 
might also allow us to correlate the myelin width with the thermodynamic driving force. 
This could shed more light on the mechanism for determining the myelin width. 
7.2 Onion jets 
Current conclusions 
The interface behaviour between the lamellar phase and the pure surfactant has been 
studied for the first time. At this interface we observe a new dynamic instability in 
which 'onion jets' appear to be ejected from L0, into L2 , where they disappear. Closer 
investigation shows these onions to be focal conic 11 defects residing near the surface 
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of a wedge of homeotropic La , which is in contact with the wall of the sample holder. 
We have given experimental evidence and theoretical arguments to support this but 
the mechanism for their formation remains unclear. One interesting fact is that the 
defects move much faster (about 10 times) than the wedge. The explanation for their 
rapid movement is still unclear. 
Suggestions for future work 
There is still a lot that needs to be quantified in this work. If these onions are observed 
from the side we can obtain a lot of information simultaneously about the behaviour 
of these defects. By observing from the side we should be able to determine particle 
velocities as a function of position as well as the height of the wedge in the cell. This 
would require a microscope capable of viewing the cell from the side rather than from 
above. 
7.3 Onion phases 
Current conclusions 
Initially we have used the onion samples to obtain more information about the phase 
kinetics of the myelin instability. However, after studying the dissolution of the onions 
we have made many new and interesting discoveries. The most exciting observations 
were made studying onion phases in the presence of an L3 phase. When an onion 
phase is contacted with its solvent (brine) the onions diffuse from the interface and 
swell. Eventually the onions are so swollen they form a sponge phase. This phase can 
be observed at the Li/La interface. When an onion dissolves into an L3 phase it leaves 
behind a 'raspberry-like' texture at the surface. 
When the onion dissolves a small stable core is expelled form the onion and left behind. 
A thermodynamic theory for the stability of this core has been outlined. The centre of 
the onion having the strongest curvature will have a larger chemical potential. Since 
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surfactant will readily diffuse away from the bilayer then this will lead to a larger tension 
in the bilayer. A bound state can be reached due to the large tension in the core. The 
rest of the onion that is in the unbound state will swell until it finally melts into sponge 
phase. Another possible theory is one based on the formation of necks. A lamellar 
phase will have a certain number of necks per area of bilayer. Since we have less area 
of bilayer in the core there is less probability that a neck will form between bilayers. 
Since necks are required for the onion to swell the core will be remain stable until a 
neck can eventually form. However these theories do not go far enough to explain other 
features observed in onion phases. 
During the dissolution of an onion into an L 3 phase a radial domain forms at the surface 
of the onion and moves towards the core. This domain could be the interface between 
the swollen lamellar phase and the sponge phase since it is only observed during the 
dissolution process. Coalescence between several onions also leads to the observation 
of concentric domains in huge onions. However these domains are more likely to have 
remained from the coalescence process. As an onion joins a 'huge onion' it may leave 
behind traces of itself in the form of domains. After a long time onions have been 
observed to coalesce forming huge onions which are as big as 100/2m. 
Suggestions for future work 
If the necks are the explanation for onion coalescence then it would be interesting to 
look more closely at temperature effects. The density of necks has previously been 
found to depend on the temperature of the sample. It would be interesting to know 
precisely how the rate of coalescence depends on the temperature of the sample. This 
would give a quantitative result that could give us an idea of the relation between 
timescales and the density of necks. 
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7.4 Temperature kinetics 
This work was originally inspired by experiments on three phase colloid-polymer sam-
ples [69, 70]. In these experiments the formation of the three phases from an initial 
homogeneous state was observed. The behaviour of these systems could be explained by 
the path the systems take through an equilibrium free energy landscape. We have be-
come interested in the generality of this idea and tried some experiments on surfactant 
three phase samples. 
Current conclusions 
The temperature quench experiments lead to a variety of interesting observations. We 
have attempted to explain some of these observations in terms of the pathway through 
an equilibrium free energy landscape. Also we have tried to relate some of the macro-
scopic observations to microscopic observations in the same system. 
In the initial stages after temperature quench disruption of the L3 phase occurs. This 
could be due to a sudden reduction in the bilayer concentration which would cause 
the L3 phase to expel solvent forming an emulsion. This is only observed in the first 
few hours after the quench. Next we observe the formation of lamellar droplets in the 
sponge phase close to the micellar/sponge interface. This observation was explained 
in terms of the path through a free energy landscape is as follows. As the system 
proceeds to equilibrium it goes through a series of metastable states. Under certain 
circumstances the bilayer concentration at the micellar/sponge interface can be larger 
than at the sponge/lamellar interface. In this case the sponge phase is more likely to 
nucleate lamellar phase close to the micellar/sponge interface. However until we can 
probe the density of the sponge phase directly during this process this theory remains 
speculative. 
At a later stage we observe a plume to form at the micellar/sponge interface which 
connects up to the lamellar phase. This may be due to the nucleation of lamellar phase 
in the micellar phase which gets 'stuck' when it reaches the sponge phase. If the surface 
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tension of the lamellar/sponge phase interface is large then the lamellar phase will build 
up until there is enough to break through. 
In two phase samples which were prepared at a larger bilayer concentration we have 
observed some different features. The absence of the third phase (L i ) means we do 
not observe the nucleation at the bottom of the cell or the formation of the plume. 
This gives weight to the free-energy landscape explanation of the nucleation and plume 
formation. 
Suggestions for future work 
All of these experiments can be repeated for a variety of samples. Since a sample can be 
prepared anywhere in the phase diagram, a thorough investigation should be conducted 
for the whole phase diagram. From this we should be able to relate pathways through 
the phase space to the nonequilibrium features we observe. 
7.5 Final Remarks 
The swelling and dissolution of a lamellar phase will depend on its bilayer organisation, 
the size of the miscibility gap and temperature. These parameters will influence the 
formation of myelins and the swelling of onions. In the latter case extra stability is 
observed in tense bilayers at the core. When an equilibrium three-phase or two-phase 
sample is subjected to a temperature quench the kinetic behaviour can be explained 
from its free energy landscape. The route the system takes through this landscape 
depends on identifying its fast and 810w components. 
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We have performed penetration scan experiments using interferometry. This technique 
is used to observe concentration gradients during the swelling and dissolution of the 
lamellar phase. We have contacted C 12 E3 with water and observed the growth of 
myelins. This technique allows us to observe the concentration gradients around the 
tips of the myelin and in the bulk lamellar phase. Our observations strongly support 
the conclusion (made from the tracer particle observations) that there is no solvent flux 
through the myelin tips (chapter 4.2.1). 
A.2 Experiment 
The interferometry rig was constructed using an optics bench, built by C. Leger and 
F. Argoul at CRPP Bordeaux who also helped the author perform these experiments. 
A helium neon laser beam is used to illuminate the sample (beam area of 1cm 2 ). The 
beam is split and the sample is placed in the path of one of the beams. The two beams 
are recombined and observed using a CCD camera (Fig A.1). Images are recorded with 
a framegrabber PC. 
When the two beams are recombined the intensity will depend on the relative phase 
shift between the two beams. By making small adjustments to the position of one of 
the mirrors (and hence changing the path length of the beam) the beams can be made 
to interfere constructively or destructively. 
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Figure A.1: Schematic diagram of interferometry apparatus. 
When a sample, which has a refractive index gradient across it, is placed in the inter-
ferometer fringes can be observed. The change in refractive index leads to a change in 
the path length of the light through the sample. In regions of higher refractive index 
the light will travel further than regions of smaller refractive index. Therefore, it is the 
relative phase shift of these beams that leads to the formation of these fringes. 
The interference image can give quantitative information on the concentration profile. 
In this case a piezoelectric stage is used to shift the position of one of the mirrors and 
hence changes the path length of the beam. The intensity of the beam is measured as a 
function of the change in path length and the relative phase shift of the beam intensity 
is measured for every point across the sample. If the difference in the refractive index 
is known at each side of the sample and we know the relation between the refractive 
index and the concentration then we can determine the concentration profile over the 
entire sample. The quantitative elements of this project were not conclusive for two 
reasons. First the software was not fully developed at the time we used this set up. 
Secondly, the issue of the sample being birefringent was poorly understood at the time. 






In contact experiments with C 12 E3 and water the evolution of the myelins was mon-
itored over 5 minutes. Figure A.2 shows the myelin front at some point during the 
penetration scan. It is clearly observed in the water phase that there are no fringes 
Figure A.2: C 12 E3 /water penetration scan observed using interferometry. (A) Water phase. 
(B) Myelins. (C) Powder La with fringes showing region where there is a concentration 
gradient. (D) Pure L 2 phase. 
(Fig A.2A). Within the myelins we do not observe any fringes between the tip and 
roots of the myelin (Fig. A.213). Within the powder lamellar phase there are 3 distinc-
tive white fringes (Fig. A.2C). We cannot make any statement regarding the radial 
distribution of the concentration in the myelins since it is a tubular shape. 
A.4 Discussion and Conclusions 
The absence of fringes in the water phase suggests that their are no significant con-
centration gradients during the lamellae swelling. Instead these gradients are observed 
in the bulk powder lamellar where significant driving forces exist. Within the myelin 
itself there is no change in concentration from the tip to the roots of the myelin. 
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Appendix B 
Vertical Penetration Scans 
B.1 Introduction 
This work was carried out at Unilever Research in Port Sunlight with the help of 
John Walsh. The aim was to measure the collective diffusion coefficient of surfactant 
mesophases in the C12 E6/water system. These are, in order of concentration, hexagonal 
phase (H1 ), cubic phase (Vi ) and lamellar phase (L). In this case the sample was in 
a vertical position. The pure C 12 E6 was on the bottom and water was added to the 
top. To avoid disruption during the contact of water the temperature of the cell with 
C 12 E6 in it was lowered below T = 1°C where the pure C 12 E6 phase becomes solid. 
After contact the temperature was raised to T = 25°C and the sample observed for 
1 - 2 days. 
B.2 Experiment 
The sample was placed in a flat capillary tube (described in chapter 3.4.2) and sealed at 
both ends using an insoluble UV sensitive adhesive (3M scotchbond) which was cured 
using a ultraviolet light of 250-380nm (3M dental curing gun). The sample was then 
placed in an observation rig (Fig. B.1). A lamp was used to illuminate the sample and a 
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* 
CCD 	Zoom 	 Sample 	 Lamp 
camera lense 
Figure B.1: A schematic diagram of the vertical penetration scan experiment. 
B.3 Results 
These experiments yielded values of the diffusion coefficients for each surfactant mesophase. 
Figure B.2 shows the normalised distance between the two interfaces of each phase (x-
disp). This distance was calculated by measuring the area of the phase and dividing 
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Figure B.2: Displacement vs. time graphs of the growth of surfactant mesophases: (A) 
The hexagonal phase, (B) The cubic phase, (C) The lamellar phase. 
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by the width of the capillary tube. In these results we have only presented two data 
sets for each phase. More accurate values might have been obtained had more repeated 
runs been performed. 
B.4 Discussion and Conclusions 
The values of the diffusion coefficients were calculated from the graph assuming the 
diffusion coefficient is constant throughout each of the mesophases [72]. These are 
listed above the appropriate graphs of the displacements (Fig. B.2). It is interesting to 
observe that the lamellar phase has the largest diffusion coefficient. In this case it is 
important to take the density difference of the surfactant and the water into account 
since the pure surfactant has a lower density than the water phase. Therefore, there 
will be the additional convection of surfactant up the tube as well as diffusion. 
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Appendix C 
Disruption in onion phases 
Two onion samples (AOT/brine) are prepared and observed before a contact experi-
ment. In figure C.1A we show a big onion sample where there is no disruption. In 
general, big onions proved to be much more resistant to disruption upon loading than 
the smaller onion samples. Also big onions are noticeably less viscous than the small 
onions making them easier to get in the tube. 
Figure C.1: Two onion phase from AOl/brine system: (A) Big onions (6itm) with no 
disruption which appears grainy, (B) Small onions (1 4,tm) with disrupted texture (arrow). 
In figure C.113 small onions with disruption is observed. Frequent bright patches in the 
lamellar phase are observed (arrow) throughout the texture. This sample was discarded 
from the contact experiment. 
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